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PLO Proposal 

• A National Authority

• What does that mean?
• A state?

• Include West Bank & Gaza?

• But it’s a first step toward liberation of all of Palestine.

• How?
• Armed struggle?

• Or peaceful contact leading to integration of Palestinian & Israeli societies
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Israeli Reaction

• Israeli leaders said this “National Authority” was just a smoke screen.  
Not serious. Agree?

• Coupled with continued violence by PFLP & PDFLP
• Infiltrates Kiryat Shimona.  Took hostages & wiped out with some captives

• Suicide mission in Maalot (northern Israel) killing 24 school children.

• Supports Israeli refusal to deal with the PLO

• And increase settlement activity on West Bank without U.S. protest.

• In 1976 Ford suspends diplomatic activity because of upcoming 
election for fear of losing Jewish votes
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Syria & Lebanon

• For historical reasons Syrian Leaders regarded Lebanon not as an 
independent sovereign state, but as part of greater Syria.

• Assad’s primary fear was that PLO actions might force Syria into a war 
with Israel.

• Israel could not tolerate the prospect of Syrian troops on 2 of its 
borders

• 4/75-Civil War erupts in Lebanon between various leftist  PLO 
coalitions (The Rejectionist Front) and various Christian militias.
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Syria & Lebanon

• Syria first tries to broker a peace

• Then it sides with Rejectionist Front

• Then switches sides during 1976 because Rejectionist Front is winning 
and Assad prefers a balance of power among factions.

• Assad sends Syrian regular army into Lebanon to protect Christians 
led by Maronite Christians
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Israeli Reaction

• Various proposals floated

• Red Line proposal adopted
• No Syrian forces south of Sidon

• No Syrian air force

• No ground to air missiles on Lebanon territory

• Why?
• Reduces risk of a military clash between Israel & Syria in Lebanon

• Syrian intervention directed at Israel’s enemies-the PLO

• Common policy with U.S.—both viewed Syria as a stabilizing force in Lebanon
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In Addition
• Syria accepts this “Good Fence “ policy

• Syrian stated objective is to disarm PLO

• U.S. supplies Maronites with arms

• Israel invests $150 million in building up Maronite militias 
in Lebanon.

• Syria drives PLO into southern Lebanon

• Rabin estimates that the Syrians killed more Palestinians 
than the guerilla organizations had lost in all their 
operations against Israel over the preceding 30 years.

• Israel still opposes Syrians moving south of the “Red Line, 
even though Kissinger pointed out that the Syrians were 
the only ones capable of pacifying the south 

• Southern Lebanon becomes a haven for terrorists.

• Thus Israel’s sworn foes, found an asylum under an Israeli 
deterrent  umbrella intended against the Syrians
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Lebanon Power Balance 1976

• Dark Green – controlled by Syria;
Purple – controlled by Maronite groups;
Light Green – controlled by Palestinian militias 8



Possible Negotiations

• Spring,  1976: Rabin approaches King of Morocco to ask about being 
go between with Egypt

• Sadat refuses. Why?
• Wants U.S. involved

• Beginning of 77 Egypt’s VP asks Kriesky to arrange a meeting with 
Peres

• Rabin refuses. Why?
• Personal animosity with Peres

• Meir history with Kriesky
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Rabin Resigns 4/77
• Israeli public thought

• Rabin mishandled U.S. relations

• Terror attacks continue despite Sinai 2  & giving up territory

• World blamed Israel

• Rabin responsible for wife’s violation of Israeli currency regulations

• Rabin meets with Carter 3/77; where Carter proposes:

• Reconvene Geneva Conference

• Israeli withdrawal (with only slight modifications) to pre-67 borders

• Recognition of Palestinian rights 

• Homeland for Palestinians
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U.S. Mindset 

• It was Israel we had to pressure & Arabs we had to embrace

• Carter never accepted Israeli mantra “ security was best guarantee of 
peace”
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Other Carter Comments

• Carter administration looked at the Jewish state as more of a liability 
than an asset

• “It seems to me the Israelis, at least Rabin, don’t trust our 
Government or any of their neighbors.  I guess there is some  
justification for that distrust.”  

• Carter meets with Sadat and Hussein after he meets with Rabin and 
Sadat & Hussein meetings go well.

• “My own judgement at this time is that the Arab leaders want to 
settle it and the Israeli’s don’t”
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And More Carter Comments
• Meets with Hafez al Assad:

• “It was an interesting and enjoyable experience”

• Assad’s “… Intimate knowledge of the Middle East region …” helped him to 
understand the  Middle East

• Ross says he spent many hours negotiating with Assad and he was inflexible 
and his approach to negotiations was more like attrition

• Meets with Crown Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia and has positive meeting
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And After Meetings
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Result of Rabin Resignation

• Peres takes over 4/77

• Likud gets plurality 5/77 and combines with the National Religious 
Party ( which really holds balance in Knesset) and 2 smaller religious 
parties and

• Menachem Begin is P.M.
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Lesson? 

• Shlaim calls this the biggest upheaval in Israeli political history  
• Do you think so?
• “ The real lesson from his premiership, as from that of his two 

predecessors, was that time was not Israel’s friend unless used for 
active diplomacy in pursuit of peace with the Arabs.  It was a lesson 
Rabin acted upon when he returned to power 15 years later.”  Shlaim

• What do you think?
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But Zvi Hurwitz Says 9 Reasons Begin Won

1. People of Israel had become weary of their 
lackluster leaders

2. Wave of strikes produced Labor anarchy & 
economic hardship

3. Labor Party internal dissension & open conflict

4. Defection of some prominent Labor personalities

5. Public scandals

6. Blunder of Yom Kippur War

7. Likud’s campaign was better organized

8. Begin’s personal integrity

9. Likud’s program had more appeal
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But Not Everyone Liked Him

• Ben-Gurion called him a fascist

• As did Albert Einstein and Hannah Arendt in a letter to New York 
Times noting that Begin “preached an admixture of ultra nationalism, 
religious mysticism and racial superiority”
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BUT
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Menachem Begin
• Born Brest Litovsk, Poland 8/16/13

• Died 3/9/92

• Parents were ardent Zionists

• 1929 Joins Betar and becomes head of 
Czech and Polish branch by 1937

• Graduates Warsaw University Law school in 
1935

• Russian Labor Camp in 1940

• Joins Free Polish Army and sent to Palestine 
in May 1942

• Joins Irgun in  December 1942

• Irgun leader 1944

• Parents and brother murdered in Holocaust
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Ze’ev Jabotinsky
• 10/18/1880 -8/4/1940

• Born in Odessa

• Originally Vladimir

• Founder of 
• Jewish Self-Defense Organization after 

1903 Kishnev pogroms

• Jewish Legion in WW1

• Irgun

• Beitar

• Hatzohar

• Legacy is the current Likud Party
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Ze’ev Jabotinsky
• Jabotinsky was the more captivating speaker and personality; 

• Ben Gurion, the superior political tactician.

• Though a highly sociable man, Jabotinsky did not excel at organizational work; 
generous, sometimes to a fault, in delegating responsibility to those he trusted, 
he was stingy at sharing it when he thought it should be his own.

• Ben Gurion, the more abrasive personality, was also the more disciplined team 
player; while devoid of the sense of humor that Jabotinsky possessed in 
abundance, he had a patience for detail and drudgery that Jabotinsky did not.
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Ze’ev Jabotinsky
• Even if Jabotinsky’s memorandum was a sincere plan for getting to the “30 plus 

percent”(of Jews) that would trigger an Arab Jewish war, he was certain that no 
Jewish state could be established without one. This was publicly stated by him in 
his 1923 essay “An Iron Wall,” in which he wrote that “the Arabs have the same 
instinctive love and  inbred zeal for Palestine that the Aztecs had for Mexico and 
the Sioux had for the prairies,” and that “every native people fights foreign 
settlers as long as it can hope to get rid of them.” 

• It would be foolish to think that Arabs of Palestine,  would be less willing than 
others to shed their blood for their country.

• However, Palestine would have to be seized from them by force. He had already 
concluded as much in 1908
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Ze’ev Jabotinsky

• He predicted WW1

• He spoke of “…a devastating war between 2 or more first class 
powers, with all the grand insanity of modern techniques…with an 
incredible number of casualties and with such an expenditure of 
money-direct, indirect and incidental-that there would not be enough 
digits for accountability.”

• Wanted to align with British , while Ben Gurion initially thought 
Zionist hopes lay with the Ottomans.
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But

• He was slow to appreciate America’s importance for Zionism or 
cultivate a political base there

• It’s Jews, he felt had no visceral attachment to Zionism; it was a 
movement as they saw it , not for them, but for their less fortunate 
brethren in Europe, whom they were at most under an obligation to 
help

• Thoroughly Eurocentric in his outlook , he would come to understand 
only late in the day how badly America was needed.
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Begin Ideaolgy

• Begin saw the world as profoundly anti-Semitic and the Arabs were 
merely an extension of the Holocaust

• Founded Herut Party

• Hurvitz gives Begin the credit for laying the groundwork for friendly 
relations with France that ultimately results in France supplying 
weapons. 

• Shlaim and Gordis claim it was Peres
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Likud Idealogy

• Greater Israel
• Judea and Sumaria shall never be relinquished to foreign rule

• No Palestinian State

• “the Jewish people have an unchallengeable, eternal historic right to the Land 
of Israel, the inheritance of their forefathers”

• Not against relinquishing Sinai & Golan Heights

• And no immediate plan to annex the West Bank or Gaza strip
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Likud Idealogy
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Foreign Policy

• Build urban and rural settlements on West Bank

• Ready to participate in Geneva convention on basis of UN Resolution 
242 and 338

• Israeli law would not be extended to west bank while negotiations 
were under way

• Jordan reaction:
• Panic stricken 

• Didn’t believe-thought Israel would annex West Bank and expel Palestinians
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Two Days after Election
on Tour of West Bank
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Gordis Analysis
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Carter  Meets with Begin  7/19/77

• U.S. proposal after meeting
• Geneva negotiation was to reach peace agreement 

• Basis for conference was 242 and 338

• Establish normal relations, not just peace

• Israeli withdrawal from all fronts

• Self determination for the Palestinians in their future status

• Begin’s reaction?
• OK with first, last 2 unacceptable
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Dayan /Hussein Meeting
7/22/77
• Palestinian Issue

• Hussein rejects Dayan’s proposal to split the West Bank between 
Israel & Jordan

• Why?
• He would be accused of selling out

• Begin concludes he will just concentrate on Egypt
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Back Channels
• Biggest problem is that no country would make a separate peace with Israel, 

but it was impossible to make a simultaneous peace with all Arab countries

• Begin visits Romanian President Ceausescu a good friend of Sadat (8/25/77)

• Begin asks Ceausescu to tell Sadat his first goal was peace with Egypt 

• Dayan meets with King Hassan of Morocco on 9/4/77 to arrange a meeting 
between Israeli & Egyptian representatives

• Meanwhile Egyptian VP Hassan Tuhami had asked Ceausescu to arrange a 
meeting

• At Dayan /Tuhami meeting understanding that Sadat was willing to negotiate, 
but only after Begin agreed to the principle of complete withdrawal from Sinai 
(9/16/77)
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Carter, Vance Dayan Meeting
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Carter , Vance, Dayan meeting
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Backstabbing?

• US and Russia issue a joint statement on reconvening Geneva 
convention!!!

• Sadat: “ We kicked the Russians out the door and now Mr. Carter is 
bringing them back through the window”

• Begin furious because statement contained  a reference to”…  the 
legitimate rights of the Palestinian people.”
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American-Israeli Working Paper “Suggestions for 
Resumption of the Geneva Peace Conference”

• Dayan, Carter and Vance  create it with most controversial sections being::
• Unified delegation to include Palestinian Arabs

• West Bank & Gaza issues will be discussed in a working group to consist of Israel, Jordan, 
Egypt  & Palestinian Arabs

• Knesset approves

• Jordan accepts under condition no PLO representatives

• Syria (after 1st accepting) and PLO reject
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Sadat’s Reaction

• To Sadat, Syria’s opposition was last straw

• “ I am prepared to go to the ends of the earth for peace, even to the 
Knesset itself

• In address to Egyptian parliament

• Had not previously informed U.S. or Israel

• Ross states:  “Our focus on Israel tended to blind us to the 
implications of the inter-Arab rivalry much as it had in previous 
administrations.”  Do you agree?
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More Background

• The years following the Yom Kippur War were marked by growing 
Egyptian public debate over the price being paid in the ongoing 
conflict with the Zionist state. The argument that gained currency was 
that, while the struggle was pan-Arab, the sacrifices were mainly 
being made by Egypt. 

• Egypt’s educated class was aware of the analyses – disseminated via 
journals and books in the Arab world – according to which Egypt was 
highly vulnerable to a nuclear strike. The population’s dense 
concentration in the Nile Valley, its total dependence on the Nile for 
water, and the huge collection of reservoirs beyond the Aswan Dam, 
expose Egypt not only to the possibility of harsh blows, but to 
annihilation.



And Even More

• The Arab public was generally convinced that Israel would be ready to use 
weapons of mass destruction should it find itself in a desperate situation, 
and it had little doubt Israel possessed such weapons. Arab experts on 
Israel explained, via the media, that escalating the confrontation with Israel 
to the nuclear level could potentially lead to a different outcome from that 
of escalation of the cold war: 

• In the superpower arena, the arms race had already led to a balance of 
terror and had curbed the powers’ willingness to provoke each other, out 
of concern that someone might “press the button.” In the local conflict, 
however, Israel might fear potential annihilation in the event of an Arab 
victory, even in a conventional war. It was therefore necessary to assume 
that Israel would not be deterred from escalation, even to the nuclear 
level. 



Sadat’s Thoughts

• Weizman related that on the first evening of Sadat’s historic 
November 1977 visit to Israel, the Egyptian president himself 
mentioned to Weizman that Israel’s nuclear capability was one of the 
factors behind his decision to make peace with Israel. 

• . Awareness was dawning among some Arab leaders that Israel must 
not be pushed against a wall and induced – in desperation and 
perhaps against its will – to use nuclear arms.

• Yadin asked Sadat: “Why, in the early days of the Yom Kippur War, 
didn’t you proceed toward the Sinai passes?” Sadat’s answer, 
according to Peres, was: “You have nuclear arms. Haven’t you heard?”



Israeli Reaction

• Begin extends invitation
• First verbal
• Than official through U.S. embassy

• But there were “concerns”:
• Chief of Staff says this might be a cover for war
• Deputy PM suggests a partial mobilization
• Defense minister Weizman publicly reprimands Gur & 

Yadin
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Sadat’s Intention

• Break down the psychological barrier that made up a large part of the 
Arab-Israeli conflict

• Shlaim says he succeeded brilliantly

• Coined the slogan “No More War”

• Arrives in Israel Saturday 11/19—after Shabbat

• Speaks to the Knesset on Sunday where he receives prolonged 
applause.

• Calls for an overall peace – in order to satisfy Arab world

• Visits Haifa where he is amazed & touched to find Jewish & Arab 
citizens intermingling as they lined   the streets to welcome him 
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But

• Overall peace based on justice would involve full Israeli 
withdrawal to 1967 borders

• And the right of the Palestinians to their own state

• In addition , he acknowledged Israel’s right to exist 
• As a sovereign sate
• With recognition by Arab states
• And a guarantee of security
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However

• Begin’s speech that followed Sadat’s was not optimistic

• But in a private meeting that night, according to Dayan, they 
agreed to:

• No more war between the 2 countries
• Egypt's full sovereignty over Sinai
• Demilitarization of Sinai except for limited Egyptian forces  

next to the Suez  Canal

• Joint statement after meeting mentions none of this  except 
“No more war”
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Detailed Negotiations
• Dayan’s paper

• Full peace treaty between 2 countries

• Complete normalization between them

• Treaty concluded quickly 

• Not conditional upon peace treaties with other Arab countries

• But Sadat wanted:

• Resolution of conflict with all Arab states

• Including Palestinian right of national Self Determination

• Egyptian claim to all of Sinai

• Not a unilateral agreement

• Sadat convenes a conference in Cairo on 12/14/77

• No Arab States attend

• Only Egypt, Israel, U.S. & U.N.
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Results of Conference

• Agreement was not reached on a single issue

• Dayan says;  “Both sides knew they were only going through the 
motions of conferring , and the game they were playing was like a 
dialogue between two deaf people who could not yet lip read.”

• But at another conference of rejectionist sates in Tripoli 
• Syria, Algeria, South Yemen and Libya denounced Sadat for “grand treason”

• These states were then joined by the PLO in declaring an economic and 
diplomatic boycott of Egypt
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Begin’s Plan

• Palestinian autonomy for the West Bank 

and Gaza

• Nonterritorial 

• Autonomy applies to the people who lived on the land , not to the 
land

• Based on Jabotinsky’s recognition that rights had to be conceded to 
the Palestinian Arabs after erection of an “iron wall”
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Begin’s Principle’s 

• No sovereignty on the West Bank

• Neither party had to renounce their claims
• It kicked the can down the road

• Begin’s aims
• Preservation of the homeland

• Peace
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So What was the Plan?

• 26 Articles

• Abolition of Israeli Military Government on West Bank

• Election of  11 member Palestinian administrative council

• With Authority over all civil matters

• Security & public order were Israel’s responsibility

• Arab West Bank residents would be given a choice between Israeli or 
Jordanian citizenship, which would determine where they would vote

• Joint committee of Israel, Jordan and the council would review and 
amend existing legislation
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BUT

• “Israel stands by it’s right of sovereignty to Judea, Samaria and the  
Gaza District.  In the knowledge that other claims exists, it proposes,  
for the sake of the agreement that the question of sovereignty in 
these areas be left open”  article 24

• What do you think?
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Mr. Begin Goes to Washington

• And then London to gain international legitimacy for the plan

• Begin felt if Carter accepted the proposals it would be harder for 
Sadat to turn them down

• But Carter has reservations about the plan

• Even though at a press conference Begin comes close to saying Carter 
endorsed plan,

• But Washington says it’s for Arabs and Israeli’s to decide
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Internal Israeli Disagreement
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December Timeline

• 12/14/77- Cairo conference where only Egypt, U.S.,  Israel and U.N. 
are only attendees

• 12/16/77- Begin Meets with Carter  to discuss his plan and then goes 
to London

• 12/22/77-Israeli cabinet meeting to discuss Begin’s plan

• 12/25/77-Meeting with Sadat to discuss plan

• 12/28/77- Speech and debate in Knessett.



Begin’s Autonomy Plan
Self-rule for Palestinian Arabs, Residents of Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza District, which will be 
instituted upon the Establishment of Peace:

1. The administration of the military government in Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will be 
abolished.

2. In Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district administrative autonomy of the residents, by and for them, 
will be established.

3. The residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will elect an Administrative Council composed 
of 11 members. The Administrative Council will operate in accordance with the principles laid down in 
this paper.

4. Any resident 18 years old or over, without distinction of citizenship, including stateless residents, is 
entitled to vote in the elections to the Administrative Council.

5. Any resident whose name is included in the list of candidates for the Administrative Council and 
who, on the day the list is submitted, is 25 years old or over, is eligible to be elected to the council.

6. The Administrative Council will be elected by general, direct, personal, equal, and secret ballot.

7. The period of office of the Administrative Council will be four years from the day of its election.

8. The Administrative Council will sit in Bethlehem.

9. All the administrative affairs relating to the Arab residents of the areas of Judea, Samaria and the 
Gaza district will be under the direction and within the competence of the Administrative Council.



Begin’s Autonomy Plan
10. The Administrative Council will operate the following departments: education; religious affairs; finance; 
transportation; construction and housing; industry, commerce, and tourism; agriculture; health; labour and social 
welfare; rehabilitation of refugees; and the department for the administration of justice and the supervision of the local 
police forces. It will also promulgate regulations relating to the operation of these departments.

11. Security and public order in the areas of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will be the responsibility of the Israeli 
authorities.

12. The Administrative Council will elect its own chairman.

13. The first session of the Administrative Council will be convened 30 days after the publication of the election results.

14. Residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district, without distinction of citizenship, including stateless residents, will 
be granted free choice of either Israeli or Jordanian citizenship.

15. A resident of the areas of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district who requests Israeli citizenship will be granted such 
citizenship in accordance with the citizenship law of the state.

16. Residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district who, in accordance with the right of free option, choose Israeli 
citizenship, will be entitled to vote for, and be elected to, the Knesset in accordance with the election law.

17. Residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district who are citizens of Jordan or who, in accordance with the right of 
free option, become citizens of Jordan, will elect and be eligible for election to the Parliament of the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan in accordance with the election law of that country.

18. Questions arising from the vote to the Jordanian Parliament by residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will 
be clarified in negotiations between Israel and Jordan.



Begin’s Autonomy Plan
19. A committee will be established of representatives of Israel, Jordan, and the Administrative Council to examine 
existing legislation in Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district; and to determine which legislation will continue in 
force, which will be abolished, and what will be the competence of the Administrative Council to promulgate 
regulations. The rulings of the committee will be adopted by unanimous decision.

20. Residents of Israel will be entitled to acquire land and settle in the areas of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza 
district. Arabs, residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district, who, in accordance with the free option granted 
them, become Israeli citizens, will be entitled to acquire land and settle in Israel.

21. A committee will be established of representatives of Israel, Jordan, and the Administrative Council to 
determine norms of immigration to the areas of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district. The committee will 
determine the norms whereby Arab refugees residing outside Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will be 
permitted to immigrate to these areas in reasonable numbers. The rulings of the committee will be adopted by 
unanimous decision.

22. Residents of Israel and residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district will be assured freedom of movement 
and freedom of economic activity in Israel, Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district.

23. The Administrative Council will appoint one of its members to represent the council before the government of 
Israel for deliberation on matters of common interest, and one of its members to represent the council before the 
government of Jordan for deliberation on matters of common interest.

24. Israel stands by its right and its claim of sovereignty to Judea, Samaria and the Gaza district. In the knowledge 
that other claims exist, it proposes, for the sake of the agreement and the peace, that the question of sovereignty 
in these areas be left open.

25. With regard to the administration of the holy places of the three religions in Jerusalem, a special proposal will 
be drawn up and submitted that will include the guarantee of freedom of access to members of all faiths to the 
shrines holy to them.

26. These principles will be subject to review after a five-year period.



Begin’s Speech to the Knesset
• We do not even dream of the possibility---if we are given the chalice to withdraw our military forces 

from Judea, Samaria and Gaza--of abandoning those areas to the control of the murderous 
organization that is called the PLO. . . . This is history's meanest murder organization. except for the 
armed Nazi organizations. It also bragged two days ago about the minder of Hamdi al-Qadi. deputy 
director of the Education Bureau in Ramallah.

• It is a frightening proposition that someone's solution to the problems in the Middle East might he a 
single bullet dispatched to the heart of Egyptian President as-Sadat as the PLO's predecessors did at 
Al-Aqsa Mosque to King Abdallah. One single bullet. No wonder that the Egyptian Government has 
declared that should such a single shot be fired, Egypt would retaliate with a million shots. We wish to 
say that under no condition will that organization be allowed to take control over Judea, Samaria and 
Gaza. If we withdraw our army, this is exactly what would happen. Hence, let it be known that 
whoever desires an agreement with us should please accept our announcement that the IDF will be 
deployed in Judea, Samaria and Gaza. And there will also be other security arrangements, so that we 
can give to all the residents, Jews and Arabs alike, in Eretz Yisrael a secure life that is to say, security 
for all....

• ... We have a right and a demand for sovereignty over these areas of Eretz Yisrael. This is our land and 
it belongs to the Jewish nation rightfully. We desire an agreement and peace. We know that there are 
at least two other demands for sovereignty over these areas. If there is a mutual desire to reach an 
agreement and to promote peace-what is the way?

• Should these contradictory demands remain, and should there be no answer to the collision course 
between them, an agreement between the parties would be impossible. And for this reason, in order 
to facilitate an agreement and make peace, there is only one possible way. One way and no other: to 
agree to decide that the question of sovereignty remain open and to deal with people, with nations. 
That is to say, administrative autonomy for the Arabs of Eretz Yisrael; and for the Jews of Eretz Yisrael-
genuine security. This is the fairness that is inherent in the content of the proposal. And in that spirit 
the proposal was also accepted abroad....



Begin’s Speech to the Knesset

• The second part - namely, the principles for the settlement of the relations between Egypt and Israel in the 
context of a peace treaty - are:

• * Demilitarization - The Egyptian army shall not cross the Gidi-Mitla line. Between the Suez Canal and this 
line the agreement for the thinning out of forces shall remain in force. 

• * Jewish settlements shall remain in place. These settlements will be linked with Israel's administration and 
courts. They will be protected by an Israeli force - and I repeat this sentence for a reason well known to all 
the members of the House - they will be protected by an Israeli force.

• * A transition period of a number of years, during which IDF forces will be stationed on a defensive line in 
central Sinai, and airfields and early-warning installations will be maintained, until the withdrawal of our 
forces to the international boundary.

• * Guarantee of freedom of navigation in the Straits of Tiran, which will be recognized by both countries in a 
special declaration as an international waterway which must be open to all passage of all ships under any 
flag; either by a UN force which cannot be withdrawn except with the agreement of both countries and by 
unanimous decision of the Security Council, or by joint Egyptian-Israeli patrols.

• Plan approved 64 to 8 with 40 abstentions



Reactions
• Mr. Begin's autonomy plan has been worrying a number of Israelis, including 

extreme nationalists and some members of the Labor Party opposition. They 
fear that the idea of civil home rule may lead eventually to establishment of a 
separate Palestinian state, an idea that many Israelis have long opposed as a 
security threat.

• In the past, the Labor Party has proposed that any Palestinian state on the 
West Bank be linked with Jordan in a federation. Similarly, Mr. Dayan has 
favored what he calls a “functional” plan for the West Bank that includes 
Jordanian participation.

• During the Cabinet meeting, about 25 members of the extreme‐nationalist 
Gush Emunim, or Faith Bloc, picketed in a driving rain. The .Gush Emunim, 
which has received the staunch backing of Mr. Begin in the past, contends that 
Jews have an inalienable right to settle on the West Bank because of the 
territory's association with the Biblical Jewish homeland. The pickets were 
concerned that Mr. Begin's plan would lead to abandonment of that tenet. New 
York Times 12/23/77



Internal Israeli Disagreement
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Ismalia Summit Not Congenial

• Egyptian incensed by settlements  being built in Rafah

• Existing settlements in Sinai not discussed

• Egyptians viewed proposal as a faits accomplish

• Egyptians saw Begin as the main obstacle to progress
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According to Egyptian Foreign Minister
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No Overall Agreement
2 Separate Press Statements
But there was One Agreement
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But in Speech to the Knesset 
• Mr. Speaker, that was a successful meeting. Its success came with its opening. 

We held a personal talk, President Sadat and myself; and within the first five 
minutes of that talk, the decisive result was attained: continuation of the 
negotiations between the two countries for the signing of a peace treaty - as 
was decided, instead of the expression "peace agreement," in the meeting 
between the two delegations in Ismailiya.

• It may be said that at the Ismailiya meeting the two sides also agreed on a 
joint declaration. But its publication was prevented because the two 
delegations did not arrive at an agreed and, joint formula for the problem 
which we term -and justly so - the question of the Palestinian Arabs, while the 
Egyptians call it, in their terminology - and it is their right to use their 
terminology - the question of the Palestinian people. We tried, we made an 
effort, to arrive at a joint formula; but it emerged that we could not accept 
one or another wording - whether proposed to the Egyptian delegation by us, 
or whether proposed to the Israeli delegation by the Egyptians. On Sunday, 
between 10 and 10.30 p.m., we therefore postponed the meeting until 
Monday morning, on the assumption that, with an effort by both sides, a way 
out would be found. And, indeed, it was found.



Carter in Iran
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Then to Egypt
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Carter Mindset



BUT





Declaration Of Independence

• THE STATE OF ISRAEL will be open for Jewish immigration and for the 
Ingathering of the Exiles; it will foster the development of the country for 
the benefit of all its inhabitants; it will be based on freedom, justice and 
peace as envisaged by the prophets of Israel; it will ensure complete 
equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of 
religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, 
language, education and culture; it will safeguard the Holy Places of all 
religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the Charter of the 
United Nations. 

• WE APPEAL - in the very midst of the onslaught launched against us now 
for months - to the Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to preserve peace 
and participate in the upbuilding of the State on the basis of full and equal 
citizenship and due representation in all its provisional and permanent 
institutions. 



Same Sex Marriage in Israel
• Israel became the first country in Asia to recognize unregistered cohabitation 

between same-sex couples, making it the first country in Asia to recognize any 
same-sex union. 

• Although same-sex marriages are not performed in the country, Israel 
recognizes same-sex marriages performed elsewhere. (Sort of)

• According to Supreme Court case homosexual couples married abroad can be 
registered as married (and their identity cards will so state), but it is up to 
Knesset to decide if they are recognized as married.

• Spousal benefits to same sex couples include:  taxation, inheritance, property 
tax transfers, pension benefits , medical rights, national insurance and 
adoption. 

• Jews in same sex relationships married abroad wishing to immigrate to Israel 
can do so-even if their partners are not Jewish – and both them and their 
partners will receive Israeli citizenship. 



LGBT Rights in Israel

• Discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation was prohibited in 
1992 (including the military)

• This prohibition of discrimination supersedes any argument of 
inability to provide the service on religious grounds. Thus, the 
Supreme Court  ruled that a banquet hall managed by religious 
parties is not allowed not to provide services to lesbian couples.

• But new legislation loosened surrogacy regulations in Israel, giving 
single women and women unable to become pregnant for medical 
reasons the right to apply for state support for surrogacy.  An 
additional clause that would have granted the same rights to single 
fathers – and, by extension, gay couples – was nixed. 



Druze

• Arabic ethno-religious group that self identify as unitarians

• The Druze faith is a monotheistic and Abrahamic religion based on 
the teachings of high Islamic figures  and Greek philosophers such as 
Plato and Aristotle.

• The Druze faith incorporates elements of Islam, Gnosticism, 
Neoplatonism, Pythagoreanism, Hinduism and other philosophies and 
beliefs, creating a distinct and secretive theology known to interpret 
esoterically religious scriptures, and to highlight the role of the mind 
and truthfulness. The Druze follow theophany, and believe in 
reincarnation.

• Egypt views them as Muslims



So
• Political Committee meets 1/17/78 in Jerusalem and gets no where because 

Begin in a dinner speech says:

• Ross says real reason was that Sadat thought the Israelis were haggling over 
details instead of dealing with the big issues
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But In Cairo
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And Smith’s View



And Smith Continues

a breach of faith , arousing intense Egyptian hostility which in 
turn angered the Israelis.



Sadat & Begin go to Washington 
Separately

• Carter sympathetic to  Sadat’s exasperation with Begin’s “hard line”

• Sadat arouses sympathy with the American public and even some Jewish leaders
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Shlaim’s Analysis
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Sadat & Carter Meet



The Strategy
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Why Not?
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Begins Trip Delayed

• But Palestinian terrorists kill 35 bus passengers & wound 71 others on 
3/11/78

• IDF invades southern Lebanon, but instead of killing the PLO terrorists 
the civilian population bore the brunt of the invasion

• U.S regarded this as an overreaction

• U.S. also sponsored a  Security Council resolution demanding Israeli 
withdrawal & creation of a U.N. force in Lebanon to monitor the area 
Israel would vacate
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Carter Diary



Carter’s Diary
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Carer Begin Meet
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July Foreign Ministers Meeting

again insisted they would keep the West Bank.  Kamal got emotional 
about Israeli intransigence.”
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Vance Invites Begin & Sdat to Summit in U.S.
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Camp David
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Begin’s Red Lines at Camp David

• Overriding vision-a peace that guaranteed his vision of a Greater 
Israel

• No compromise on Jerusalem

• Israeli sovereignty over the West Bank

• No full withdrawal from Sinai without peace with Egypt
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Dayan’s Diary
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Shlaim Commentary
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Camp David Negotiations
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Main Stumbling Blocks
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Jerusalem Resolution



More Carter Pressure

• Haaretz columnist Yoel Marcus wrote later that, during the Camp 
David talks, President Jimmy Carter pressured the Israelis with the 
following threat: “If you don’t sign, you won’t have Dimona.” In effect, 
Carter was threatening to withdraw U.S. support of Israel’s nuclear 
posture, which had been granted by President Richard Nixon in 1969, 
if Prime Minister Menachem Begin refused to sign the agreement.



Signed

• So was anything resolved?
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The Camp David Accords
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Three Stages of Future Negotiation
For Middle East Peace
• Election and  powers of a “self governing authority”

• Once “self governing authority "established a transitional period of 5 
years would begin

• Israel’s military government and civilian administration would be withdrawn
• Israel’s armed forces would be withdrawn  & remaining forces redeployed 

into specific security locations

• Not less than the third year after the beginning of the transitional 
period negotiations would take place to determine the final status of 
West Bank and Gaza

• The “legitimate rights of the Palestinian people and & their just requirements 
had to be met”
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Smith’s Analysis of Palestinian Issue 



What did Begin Give Up?
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More Smith



BUT
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However

with his public statements. Sadat of course was very responsible and moderate.” 107



“A Framework for the Conclusion of a Peace 
Treaty Between Israel and Egypt “
• Less complex & convoluted

• Treaty would be concluded within 3 months

• Terms of treaty implemented within 2-3 years after it was signed

• Four Principles
• Complete Israeli withdrawal from Sinai & recognition of Egyptian sovereignty 

over Sinai, only upon approval of Knesset

• Demilitarization of most of Sinai, with U.N. troops in Sinai to supervise 
demilitarization

• Free navigation of Gulf of Suez & Suez Canal

• Full normalization of relations between Israel & Egypt
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And

”
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Begin Back In Israel
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In The Knesset
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The Result
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• Israel after 1973 (Yom 
Kippur War)
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Begin’s Feelings

• What forced Begin into Accords?
• American Pressure?

• Did he regret it?
• Dayan & Weizman say yes.

• Arye Naor, Ben Gurion’s Cabinet Secretary, says no.

• Did he violate his redlines?

• According to Shlaim “ Begin believed that, in signing the Camp David 
Accords, he achieved for Israel the two fixed aims of his policy-peace 
and integrity of the homeland”
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Some Results

• Nobel Peace Prize for Begin & Sadat

• Meir says Begin deserved an Oscar not a Nobel

• Sadat reviled in Arab world

• Sadat does not attend; son-in law accepts on his behalf

• Arab Summit Arab League in Baghdad in 1978 ostracizes & expels 
Egypt

• Closed headquarters in Cairo
• Egyptian students expelled from other Arab schools
• Confirms PLO sole representative of Palestinian people

• Neither Jordan nor PLO attend treaty negotiations
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3 Main Obstacles

• Egypt had treaties with other Arab states which required Egypt to join 
them should they be at war with Israel

• Linkage between normalization of relations between Egypt and Israel 
and negotiations on Palestinian autonomy

• Simultaneous establishment of diplomatic relations and the exchange 
of ambassadors
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And 

• As mentioned before because of “misunderstanding” Begin began 
building more settlements on West Bank

• Talks break down in 11/78

• 1/79-Shah toppled
• Egypt feared a treaty would bring them more into conflict with radicals in 

Arab world

• Iranian oil to Israel cut off, so relinquishing oil fields was a problem

• Egyptian & Israeli foreign ministers meet again in Washington 0n 
2/21/79 with no progress
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Carter Travels to Egypt and Israel



Treaty Negotiations
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Carter Legacy per Ross



March 26,1979
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Interesting Side Note



Aftermath
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BUT/And
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Palestinian Autonomy

• Interior Minister Burg , leader of National Religious party appointed 
lead negotiator

• Leader of National Religious Party

• Saw right to Israeli sovereignty over Judea and Samaria as embedded in 
scripture

• Why didn’t he appoint Dayan?

• Shlaim claims Begin didn’t want talks to succeed; Dayan did.
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And
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So
• Sadat did not realize that only Labor could achieve peace with Palestinians

• He knowingly helped Begin against Labor at Sharm el Shek by posing with him for 
pictures that Likud used in their election propaganda 

• Yitzhak Shamir appointed Foreign Minister

• Former head of Stern Gang

• Self professed hard liner

• Egypt took this as a signal that Israeli concessions were over

• Weizman resigns in May,1980

• Why?

• In protest against the loss of an opportunity for a comprehensive settlement

• New further right Gov’t formed 6/30/81
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And

• Begin issues foreign policy guidelines to Knesset that state Israel would assert its claim to 
sovereignty over all the land west of the Jordan at the end of the transition period

• Contradicts  “Framework for Peace” signed at Camp David

• Sadat & Begin meet in Alexandria 8/26/81 to renew Palestinian autonomy talks to no 
avail

• 9/81 Sadat orders mass arrests of his policies critics

• Sadat assassinated 10/6/81 by Islamic fundamentalist officer at parade commemorating 
the Egyptian crossing of the Suez during the October War

• “Egyptian disillusionment showed itself in the nearly total absence of public remorse at 
his death.” Smith

• Dayan dies of Cancer 10 days later

• Mubarak succeeds Sadat and assures Begin that he will carry on his predecessor’s 
commitments



West Bank Policies in the 1970’s



Economic Effects of Policies



West Bank Political Tactics in the 1970’s

• “Israeli Government forbade the sale of some West Bank produce in 
Israel & placed quotas on others so they would not compete with 
Israeli products”

• As did Jordan, so Arab West Bank sales remained at pre-1967 levels.

• Arab labor is infused into Israel which subordinates the West Bank 
economy & labor force to Israeli needs



Israeli Arabs in the Israeli State



Other Significant Issues in the 1970’s

• Major terrorist attacks

• El Al plane in Zurich attacked

• Olympic Massacre

• 5/72-Hijacking of Belgian Sabena airliner forced back to Israel’s 
airport , when 24 passengers killed

• 5/74  School children taken hostage in Maalot in Galilee , where 22 
children lost there lives

• 3/5/75 Terrorists seized Savoy Hotel in Tel Aviv. 8 civilians killed

• 3/78 Coastal Road Massacre- bus hijacking where 30 passengers killed
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Note

• By 1975 terrorist attacks in western countries against Jews and 
Israeli’s ended according to Ronan Bergman.

• Why?

• Gave legitimacy on Israel’s targeted killing operations

• Others cite the fact that the PLO obtained international legitimacy 
when Arafat addressed the U.N. in 1974



BDS Effects GDP Per Capita
What have been the effects of BDS so far? In the economic sphere, precious little.

GDP per capita (current US$) for Israel in comparison with the US, UK and France since the start of the BDS campaign in 2005

https://www.haaretz.com/json/cmlink/1.6762224?img
https://www.haaretz.com/json/cmlink/1.6762224?img
https://www.haaretz.com/json/cmlink/1.6762224?img


BDS Effect- GDP Growth Rate

GDP growth rate for Israel in comparison with the US, UK and France since the start of the BDS campaign in 2005Google/World B

https://www.haaretz.com/json/cmlink/1.6762213?img
https://www.haaretz.com/json/cmlink/1.6762213?img


Operation Litani

• Coastal Road Massacre results 
in Operation Litani

• invasion of Lebanon up to the Litani
River, carried out by the Israel 
Defense Forces in 1978. The conflict 
resulted in the deaths of 1,100–2,000 
Lebanese and Palestinians, 20 Israelis, 
the internal displacement of 100,000 
to 250,000 people in Lebanon, and 
the PLO forces retreating north of the 
Litani River. It led to the creation of 
the UNIFIL peacekeeping force and an 
almost complete Israeli withdrawal



Lebanon Power Balance 1976

• Dark Green – controlled by Syria;
Purple – controlled by Maronite groups;
Light Green – controlled by Palestinian militias 138



Other Significant Issues in the 1970’s

• 11/79 Fall of the Shah of Iran/Hostage Crises

• Most daring operation?

• Entebbe- June,1976 (for 8 days)



Hijacking Summary
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Mossad Operation Had Backfired

• “Amin, an ex-boxer and Sergeant in the British Army had seized 
control of Uganda with the assistance of the Mossad and The Israeli 
Defense Ministry, which maintained secret ties with the country.  In 
exchange for bribes Amin received in suitcases with double bottoms, 
he awarded Israel large military and civilian contracts and gave the 
Mossad a free hand in Uganda.”



Hijackers Demands
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In Israel

• 6/28/76-Chief of Staff Gur issues instructions to prepare for a paratroop drop

• Capture the terminal

• Kill the terrorists and protect the hostages until they can negotiate with Ugandan 
government to release them

• P.M. Rabin rejects

• General attitude of a military operation was negative

• 6/29/79- at cabinet meeting Rabin states that unless he receives a proposal for a 
military operation agreed to by General Staff, he would advise the Cabinet to 
accept the ultimatum of the terrorists 
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The Plan

• Major General Don Shamron , unbeknownst to General Staff 
comes up with the basic plan on Wednesday

• Biggest problem was refueling

• Solved initially by  deciding to refuel at Entebbe

• Then plan changes to refuel at Nairobi, Kenya

• Presents his plan to General Staff on Thursday

• Peres & Gur approve plan to take place at 3:30 P.M. on 
Saturday
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Kenyan Cooperation?

• No official diplomatic recognition

• But close security links

• Because cooperation between Mossad  & Kenyan security forces  that 
stopped PFLP from using hand held SAM’s provided by Russia to  
shoot down an El Al jet at Nairobi en route from South Africa to Tel 
Aviv

• Mossad had given info to Kenyan internal security police

• All 5 terrorists captured and secretly sent back to Israel where they 
were tried
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Kenyan Negotiation

• Kenyan Attorney  General Charles Njonjo Led Kenyan 
Negotiating team

• Ehud Barak (who was initially to have lead  the mission – Not 
Jonathan Netanyahu) led the Israeli team

• Exact terms were kept secret for 4 decades until release by 
Kenyan AG 
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The Discussion
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Discussions Continue
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And are Finalized
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And
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Intelligence

• IAF had trained Ugandan Air force  had taken pictures of the airport

• Israeli contractor had been involved in building airport

• Home movies showed Idi Amin arrived at the airport in a Black Mercedes 
accompanied by  Land Rovers—which gave rise to the deception used

• Interrogators interviewed non-Jewish passengers that had been released

• Mossad operative posing as wealthy, pampered, English hunter living in a 
Central African country rented a plane in Kenya and circled the Entebbe 
airport taking pictures.  When he landed he pretended he needed 
assistance of the air traffic controllers, who willingly shared their 
impressions of what was happening.
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The Plan Comes Together

• Six aircraft involved

• 4 to land carrying 100 commandos

• 1st of these was to dovetail behind a scheduled British cargo  
plane to avoid detection

• 1 to fly overhead to act as an advanced general staff HQ

• 1 would include a fully equipped field hospital to land at Nairobi

• Aircraft take off at 3:30 p.m., but Cabinet doesn’t approve plan until 4 
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Based on IDF Confidential Map of 
Operation Thunderbolt
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Based on IDF Confidential Map of Operation 
Thunderbolt
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Results

• 102 hostages rescued

• Four hostages did not survive the rescue attempt.
• Jean-Jacques Mimouni was killed when he jumped up during the 

rescue and was shot by a rescuing soldier.

• Pasco Cohen was shot in the pelvis by Israeli fire and died on the 
operating table in Nairobi.

• Ida Boruchovich was shot dead during the rescue but it is less 
clear whose bullet—Israeli or Arab—took her life.
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4th Hostage Death

• Dora Bloch, who began to choke on what has been variously 
described as a piece of meat or a chicken bone on Friday, July 2. She 
was taken to the hospital in Kampala for treatment. Saul Rubin 
documents how Idi Amin called Health Minister Henry Kyemba on 
Saturday to see how Mrs. Bloch was doing, with an eye towards 
returning her to the others. Kyemba, hoping to spare her what was 
looking more and more like a bitter fate with her countrymen, lied, 
saying that she needed another day for her recovery. By the time that 
day had elapsed, the rescue had taken place without her. In 
retribution, Idi Amin had her taken from her bed and shot.
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Issue Surrounding Netanyahu’s Death

• He shot a Ugandan guard further from the Old Terminal than 
expected

• Did not kill him 

• As Netanyahu  jumped from jeep and ran toward the  terminal the

Uganda guard shot him

• Controversy over whether it was necessary to shoot the Ugandan 
guard

• Terrorists inside terminal had time to shoot the hostages, but didn’t

• But considered a hero and name of operation is changed to Operation 
Jonatan
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Summary 
• Five Israeli commandos were wounded and one, unit 

commander, Yonatan Netanyahu, was killed. All the hijackers,  and forty-
five Ugandan soldiers were killed, 

• and thirty Soviet-built MiG-17s and MiG-21s of Uganda's air force were 
destroyed.

• Kenyan sources supported Israel, and in the aftermath of the operation, 
Idi Amin issued orders to retaliate and slaughter several hundred

• And U.N. Security Council made an unsuccessful attempt to condemn 
Israel

• Britain breaks relations with Uganda, a Commonwealth country-Dora 
Bloch had dual citizenship
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Conflict over Netanyahu’s Death

• Muki Betzer regarding key issues in the account of the rescue. Muki’s
written record is a chapter in his autobiographical Secret Soldier. He 
has also been interviewed extensively over the years. He contends 
that Yoni’s error in firing on the sentries threw off the timing and 
location of the disembarking and raid. Subsequently, while standing 
outside of the action, Yoni was shot by a Ugandan sniper firing from 
the imposing control tower.



Another Version

• the third Netanyahu brother, Dr. Iddo Netanyahu, has written three 
books to advance an alternative narrative. He interviewed numerous 
soldiers and made his goal the discrediting of Betzer’s account. The 
Netanyahu account maintains that the sentry scenario was foreseen 
and planned for. The raid was proceeding as anticipated but Muki
hesitated on his way to the terminal. Yoni had to personally run 
forward, rallying the troops, and was shot, not from the control tower 
by a Ugandan, but from within the terminal by a terrorist. 



Yet Another

• Operation Thunderbolt says Netanyahu was shot by the Ugandan 
guard Netanyahu initially shot

• Official military accounts have generally retold the version of Betzer, 
as have most newspaper accounts. 

• A new book, Operation Yonatan in the First Person, based upon the 
recollections of soldiers, is very sympathetic to the Netanyahu family 
position. 



And
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Legacy

• Most Western governments  conclude the correct response to 
hostage taking situation was not to negotiate , but to launch a 
counter-military strike if possible

• France and the U.S. set up special counter terrorism units
• Not always successful.  U.S. Embassy hostages in Teheran in 4/80

• Ehud Barak, instrumental in planning,  and Kenyan negotiations 
enjoys meteoric rise in his career

• Opened up political avenue avenue for Bibi Netanyahu

• Israeli’s view this as one of greatest moments in their history



BUT





Operation Babylon

• 6/7/81 –IAF attack on Iraqi nuclear reactor at Osirak

• 10/28/80- Cabinet approves Begins proposal for the operation 10-6

• Helped Likud win 6/30/81 election and viewed by critics as electoral 
stunt.

• Peres leader of Labor said diplomatic means should have been used

• Begin believed that “Nuclear weapons in Iraqi hands raised… the 
specter of another Holocaust and the destruction of the State of 
Israel.”  Shlaim

• Begin Doctrine: "On no account shall we permit an enemy to develop 
weapons of mass destruction against the people of Israel.”



Reaction



But 



Sadat’s Reaction



More Sadat







Why Start?

• If Islamic Jihad initiated they may have wanted to stop the peace 
process

• If Hamas initiated they may have wanted to get more out of  peace 
process

• May have felt Israel would not retaliate and continue to fight because 
of Israeli Memorial Day, Israeli Independence Day and Eurovision 
contest



Why Stop?

• Israel told mediators that would  continue retaliation regardless of 
holidays and Eurovision contest

• Ramadan  was beginning

• Qatar promised an additional $480 million  in aid to Hamas



Other Issues

• Iron Dome was not effective 

• Arab rockets did not go as far as previous rocket attacks (previously hit 
Tel Aviv)

• A jihadist rocket misfired and killed the pregnant woman and her 14 year 
old son, not an Israeli rocket as originally reported

• Before Israel retaliated  IDF took unusual step of blaming Islamic Jihad---
IDF thinks they have become too powerful

• Qatar has provided Hamas with $1.1 billion in aid since 2012
• And gave an additional $50 million to UNRWA when U.S. pulled out in January

• And has agreed to fund U.N. agencies $500 million  over next 10 years primarily 
to agencies helping Gaza

• So what does future hold?



Israel Brain Drain



Israel Brain Drain



Israel Brain Drain



Reagan’s Overall Views



And Smith Concurs



Ross Comments



Attendees at “Peace for Prosperity Plan 
Workshop”• U.S.

• Saudi Arabia

• Bahrain

• United Arab Emirates

• Egypt 

• Jordan

• Oman

• International Money fund and World Bank

• Some Palestinian business men

• Some Israeli business men

• Not Palestinian Authority-because
• Recognition of Israeli occupation of Jerusalem
• U.S. establishment of embassy
• U.S. recognition of Golan Heights

• Not Israeli Government (because P.A. isn’t coming) 182



Peace to Prosperity Plan
• Objective

• Raise $50 Billion

• Create 1 million jobs

• Some specifics
• construction of additional roads across the West Bank and Gaza, but also a new 

“transportation corridor directly connecting the West Bank and Gaza through a major road 
and, potentially, a modern rail line.

• construction of new industrial zones to strengthen the Palestinian economy. 

• removal of Israel’s naval blockade on Gaza, and getting rid of roadblocks and other 
constraints on freedom of movement.

• expand Palestinian farming

• development of a “new flagship liberal arts and sciences university in the West Bank and 
Gaza” that would cost up to $500 million

• encourages support for Palestinian artists.

• tourism potential in Palestine
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Commentary

• By putting economics first while ignoring the end game, a colossal mistake 
is being repeated, resuming talks without defining the end goal. For both 
Palestinians and Israelis, that goal should be ending the occupation and 
establishing a Palestinian state alongside Israel within 1967 borders, with 
necessary land swaps. Unless both parties and the mediating power state 
this clearly at the outset, the expectations gap will breed mistrust. Thus, 
sitting down together will be futile. This will lead to further 
disillusionment—and escalating violence. Unless the goal of the talks is 
explicitly defined as ending the conflict and establishing a Palestinian state, 
more lives will be lost.

• Moreover, there will be no Jewish and democratic state without resolving 
the Palestinian issue.



U.S. Policy
• Shlaim says Haig took a globalist approach as compared to Carter’s regionalist 

approach

• Overriding goal  is to create a ”strategic consensus” in the Middle East to 
counter Soviet expansion

• But Weinberger saw only cost –Israel was a problem

• Begin and Sharon embraced the idea more than any Arab leader

• But there were issues:
• Reagan proposes sale of AWACs to Saudi Arabia on 4/21/81
• To demonstrate credibility to the Arabs and to “be fair”
• But he perceives  Israel attempted to block the sale and states: “It is not the business of 

other Sates to make American Foreign policy.”
• In September Begin meets with Reagan and promises not to campaign to bloc the sale, 

but then Reagan states he almost immediately went to Capital Hill to lobby against it.
• This contradicts Haig who said our ambassador accompanied Begin to the Hill and only 

voiced opposition when asked. 
• Finally passes in October



Israel and the “Contra” Scandal



Cooperation?



YES!!!



MOA

• Memo of Understanding signed 11/30/81

• “United States –Israeli strategic  cooperation … is designed against the 
threat to peace and security of the region caused by the Soviet Union 
or Soviet controlled forces from outside the region introduced into 
the region”

• What doesn’t this address?

• Arab states.



MOA Details



Labor Criticism

• No parliamentary debate or approval

• No U.S. commitment in the event of an Arab attack, beyond it’s 
Guarantor of the Camp David Accords and Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty

• Israel had to support U.S. in any emergency in Middle East and 
Persian Gulf that involved Soviets or Soviet Proxies

• E.G. Soviet supported coup in Saudi  Arabia



Ethiopian Jewish Community

• The disturbance, however, has highlighted complaints by Ethiopian-Israelis of systematic discrimination, 
racism and being treated as "second-class citizens" in the country.

• For centuries, Ethiopian Jews were completely isolated from Jewish communities in other parts of the 
world.

• But with the arrival of former Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin to power in 1977, the country's 
policy toward Ethiopian Jews changed.

• Under Begin, Israel started to organize secret operations to relocate Ethiopian Jews to Israel.

• By the end of the 1990s, around 80,000 Ethiopian Jews had arrived to Israel from the Horn of Africa 
country.

• Now, there are more than 140,000 Ethiopian Jews live in Israel.

• Upon their arrival in Israel, Ethiopian Jews faced racism and discrimination from the Israeli 
establishment.



Ethiopian Jewish Community
• One of the early incidents that exposed this approach was the revelation in the 1990s that the Israeli national blood bank had 

routinely destroyed blood donated by Ethiopian Jews for fear of HIV.

• Ethiopian Jews also suffer from the highest poverty rate among the Jews in Israel, and suffer much higher levels of police 
stop-search, arrests and incarceration.

• Unemployment among Jews of Ethiopian descent is also significantly higher than any other Jews in Israel.

• According to a report by Myers-JDC-Brookdale Institute, the unemployment rate among Ethiopian women in 2000 was 63%. 
Although this percentage dropped to 26% in 2016, yet it still does not meet the desired percentage.

• The unemployment rate for Ethiopian Jewish men also reached 20% in 2016, down from 38% in 2000.

• According to the Myers-JDC-Brookdale Institute, the monthly income per household for Ethiopian Jews is 11,250 shekels, 
while for other Jews it is 15,575 shekels.

• In 2016, 55% of Ethiopian Jewish children were enrolled in primary and secondary schools while the percent among other 
Jewish children is 77, and there was a 20% increase in the number of cases filed by the police against Ethiopian Jews in the 
same period, although there was a 6% drop in the cases filed by the police against all Jews in 2014-2017.

• In addition, 90% of Ethiopian Jewish youth convicted by the court were sentenced to imprisonment, compared to one-third 
of other Jewish youth.
According to Israeli media, 11 Ethiopians have died since 1997 in clashes with the police.



Ethiopian Discrimination?
• Claims blaming Israeli society are politically biased narratives simply made up to serve the 

overall accusations that defame the State of Israel.

• The percentage of pupils of Ethiopian origin who dropped out was slightly lower than that of 
the general population of pupils in Hebrew education: Approximately 1.6% of approximately 
35,000 pupils of Ethiopian origin who began to study in grades 1-12 in schools under Ministry 
of Education supervision in the school year of 2011/12 dropped out during that year or in 
transition to 2012/13, compared with 1.88% among the general Hebrew education.

• The percentage of women among students of Ethiopian origin who are studying for a first 
degree was higher than the percentage of women among the general population of students 
for a first degree – 66.8% versus 56.5%, respectively.

• The average monthly household expenditure in households of Ethiopian origin was NIS 9,539 
compared with NIS 14,272 among the general population households.

• As for the I.D.F.; 90% of Ethiopian-Israeli combat soldiers complete their service, as opposed 
to 70% of other combat soldiers. 30% of Ethiopian-Israeli soldiers serve in combat positions, 

and are likely to complete their full military service



Ethiopian Discrimination
Another View
• community’s situation today as the Ethiopian Israelis living “a cradle-to-grave 

parallel existence to the rest of Israeli society.”
• Ethiopian Israelis are among the poorest people in Israel. When entering the 

workforce, they earn up to 40 percent less than Arab-Israeli citizens, who tend 
to have a lower household income than Jewish Israelis. Immigrants coming to 
Israel from Ethiopia often arrive with little formal education, and a 2012 report 
by the Israeli Ministry of Immigrant Absorption found that 41 percent of 
Ethiopian adults who had moved to Israel since 2002 were jobless, the highest 
unemployment rate among Israel's immigrant populations.

• Although 89% of teenage boys (higher than the national average of 75%) and 
62% of teenage girls of Ethiopian heritage serve in the IDF, one third of them 
end up in IDF prisons. Soldiers of Ethiopian descent currently make up only 3% 
of the IDF, but a disproportionate 13% of the military prison population.

• Dishonorable discharge rates for Ethiopian Israeli soldiers, at 22.8 percent for 
men and 10.6% for women, are also well above the national averages of 16.5% 
and 7.5% respectively.

• 40% of population of the Ofek Juvenile Pison are youth of Ethiopian heritage.



WHY?

• Racism has commonly been cited as explanation for policies and 
programs that failed to meet expectations. Racism was alleged 
regarding delays in admitting Ethiopian Jews to Israel under the Law 
of Return.  The delays in admitting Ethiopians may be attributed to 
religious motivations rather than racism, since there was debate 
whether or not Falasha Jews' (Beta Israel) were Jewish



• Area A –Green

• Area B -Brown 

• Area C-Gray



But at Same Time



And



Israeli Election

• 32 Parties –Down from 47

• Poll results
• Likud 30
• Blue and White 29
• United Right 11
• Joint Arab List 11
• Israel Beiteinu 11
• Democratic camp 9
• Labor 6
• Shas 6
• UTJ 7  
• Total 120



Coalitions?

• Likud 30 Blue and White 29

• United Right 11 Joint Arab List 11

• Religious Parties 13 Democratic Camp 9

• Total 54       Labor 6

Total 55 

So Lieberman is the kingmaker again with 11 seats                           



Coalition Opinion Poll

• 50% want a unity government between Likud and Blue and White 
without religious parties

• 23% want a coalition of right wing parties and religious parties

• 13% want a coalition of Likud, Blue and White and religious parties

• 10% want coalition of center left and religious parties



Israel Democracy Institute’s Israel Voice Index
• Fully 60 percent of respondents in the survey, released Monday, gave 

him a high score for “improving Israel’s international standing,” 56% for 
“strengthening [Israel’s] military power,” and 50.5% for “handling the 
Iranian challenge.”

• When asked about Netanyahu’s effectiveness “in reducing the gaps 
between social groups,” just 22% said he was doing a good job, while a 
majority of 51% said he was doing poorly.

• As for his “personal integrity,” only 23% gave a favorable response, and 
49% an unfavorable one.

• His score on the economy was mixed: 45% said he was doing a “good” 
job, 22% a “medium” job, and 28% a “poor” job.

• There was also a lot of skepticism over his “handling of relations with the 
Palestinians,” the poll found, with 43% critical and just 27% in favor.



Golan Heights Annexation

• December, 1981

• Begin’s justification
• Historically Golan part of Land of 

Israel

• Syria’s implacable hostility to Israel

• Syria’s denial of Israel’s right to 
exist 

• Doesn’t foreclose the option to 
negotiate with Syria

• Passes 63-21



Problems with Annexation

• Shlaim claims violates 
• international law

• U.N. Resolution 242

• Disengagement of forces agreement with Syria in 1974

• Camp David Accords

• Doesn’t keep options for Syrian negotiation open

• But Begin says:
• This pacifies Israeli Right

• This test’s Mubarak’s commitment to Peace treaty

• Sends message that there will be no further withdrawals





The Omar, Tlaib Saga
• Bipartisan Congressional group visits Israel

• Representatives Omar and Tlaib don’t join them

• Ron Dermer, U.S. Ambassador to the U.S. grants them permission to go on their 
own. (Now  Foreign Minister Israel Katz says it wasn’t approved.) Itinerary is for 
the west bank, East Jerusalem and the Al-Asqa Mosque including meetings with 
NGO groups (left wing Israeli and Palestinian), UNRWA, U.S. Embassy staff, the 
western Wall and non specified Knesset members. (according to JTA)

• President Trump tweets: “It would show great weakness if Israel allowed Rep. 
Omar and Rep. Tlaib to visit.”

• Israel bans the visit.

• AIPAC and JUF criticize the ban.

• Talib appeals to Israeli Interior Minister Areyh Deri to see her grandmother

• Deri approves on humanitarian grounds as long as Tlaib doesn’t promote BDS

• Talib accepts restrictions (in writing)

• Then Tlaib cancels her trip . 

• Dueling press conferences



Questions
• Why didn’t the 2 congresswomen join the bipartisan delegation?

• How much influence did the President’s tweet have on the reversing 
Israel’s position?

• Do all BDS advocates (including Omar and Tlaib)  want the destruction 
of Israel or are  do they want to only eliminate the discrimination of 
Arabs (in their minds at least)?

• Does this create a division among Democrats and help the President?

• Does this incident exacerbate (or create) a division between American 
and Israeli Jews? 

• Does this incident hurt bipartisan support for Israel?

• How does it effect the Prime Minister?

• Should Israel have banned them?



Why?

• Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu recently said he sees the head of 
the Mossad intelligence agency or Israel’s ambassador to the United 
States as his prospective successor after he bows out of political life, 
according to a report on Thursday.

• “There are two people I consider fit to lead the State of Israel — Yossi 
Cohen and Ron Dermer,” Netanyahu was quoted by the Walla news 
site as telling his associates, in a rare comment on the country’s 
future leadership after his retirement.



Begin’s Defense on “Meet the Press” 4/25/82



“Meet the Press” Continued

“He also stressed that he was offering the Palestinian Arabs 
autonomy , but under no circumstances would there be a 
Palestinian state in the area between  Mediterranean and the 
Jordan River” according to Hurvitz.  Contradictory?



Reactions to Annexation

• This move was condemned by the United Nations Security Council in 
UN Resolution 497, which stated that "the Israeli decision to impose 
its laws, jurisdiction and administration in the occupied Syrian Golan 
Heights is null and void and without international legal effect." Israel 
maintains it has a right to retain the Golan, citing the text of UN 
Resolution 242, which calls for "safe and recognized boundaries free 
from threats or acts of force". However, the international community 
rejects Israeli claims to title to the territory and regards it as sovereign 
Syrian territory.



Reagan v. Begin



Latest Poll Published 9/11
• 32 [35] Blue & White (Gantz, Lapid, Yaalon & 

Ashkenazi)
31 [38] Likud (Netanyahu & Kahlon)
11 [10] The Joint List – Hadash-Taal-Raam-Balad
(Odeh, Tibi & Abbas)
09 [06] Yamina (Shaked, Peretz, Smotrich & 
Bennett)
09 [05] Yisrael Beitenu (Lieberman)
07 [08] United Torah Judaism (Litzman & Gafni)
06 [08] Shas (Deri)
06 [04] Democratic Union (Horowitz, Shafir & 
Barak)
05 [06] Labor (Peretz & Levy)
04 [–-] Otzma (Ben Gvir)

• Under 3.25% Electoral Threshold

• The other parties are all under 1%
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Coalitions?

Likud 31 Blue and White 32

Yamina 9 Joint Arab List 11

Shas 6 Democratic Union 6

UTJ 7 Labor 5

Otzma 4

Total 57 Total 54
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Issues
• Lieberman is Kingmaker with 8 seats? He picked up voters from Likud.

• Where will he go?
• Wants Unity Government, but with religious pluralism

• Gantz won’t have Unity government with Netanyahu as P.M.-
Corruption

• Netanyahu pre-indictment hearings set for first week in October

• Jewish holidays eat into negotiation time 

• Gantz and Lapid have agreed to rotate as Prime Minister
• If a Unity government, how will that work?

• Rivlin says he will do everything he can to avoid another election.

• With intermittent rocket attacks, how is acting government to 
respond?



Additional Questions
• Who is more suited to serve as Prime Minister?

39% Netanyahu, 30% Gantz, 19% Neither, 8% Don’t know, 4% Both

Right: 59% Likud, 18% Neither, 13% Gantz, 5% Both, 5% Don’t know
Center-Left: 60% Gantz, 20% Neither, 9% Netanyahu, 8% Don’ know, 
3% 

• Do you support a unity government without the Haredi parties?

49% Yes, 39% No, 12% Don’t know

Right: 52% No, 40% Yes, 8% Don’t know
Center-Left: 70% Yes, 19% No, 11% Don’t know

• If Lapid gives up on his PM rotation demand will it increase the chance you 
vote for Blue & White?

53% No, 25% Yes, 11% Decreases chance, 11% Don’t know

Right: 57% No, 24% Yes, 10% Decreases chance, 9% Don’t know
Center-Left: 49% No, 31% Yes, 11% Decreases chance, 9% Don’t know

• Will cameras influence the behavior of voters on election day?

51% Yes, 35% No, 14% Don’t know

Jews: 52% Yes, 32% No, 16% Don’t know

Non-Jews: 51% No, 43% Yes, 6% Don’t know
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Current Political Issues?
• Netanyahu’s bill to allow camera’s in polling places is 

defeated in committee
• Bennett will support immunity for Netanyahu (unless 

something else happens)—whatever that means
• Tapes of Netanyahu investigation leaked (allegedly by a 

Likud member)
• Netanyahu and Trump considering mutual defense pact
• Netanyahu schedules meeting with Putin 5 days before 

election
• Netanyahu disclosed that Iran destroyed a secret 

nuclear weapons testing facility in January.
• PLA will no longer honor Areas A, B, and C pursuant to 

the Oslo accords
• In response Netanyahu said he will apply Israeli 

sovereignty to all of the West Bank and now says he will 
annex the Jordan Valley
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Nablus Amman

Tel Aviv

Annexation Jericho

Ramallah Jordan River

Jerusalem

Hebron Dead Sea



Begin’s Thoughts
• Begin interprets the temporary suspension of the MOA as a cancellation

• He welcomes  the opportunity to reassert Israel’s freedom of action

• In later meeting at White House he explained the meaning of “protected 
Jews”

• Protected Jew is one who receives a promise of protection from his 
landlord

• Zionism, quoting Zabotinsky put an end to this dubious status. Israelis 
would deal only on the basis of equals and reciprocity

• Regan waits 6 months to renew the strategic dialogue with Israel

• But in the interim war in Lebanon erupts



Ariel Sharon
• born on February 26, 1928 in Kfar

Malal, an agricultural moshav

• Military Service 1948-1974
• Rose to Major General
• Commands

• Southern Command
• Paratroopers
• Unit 101

• Fought in
• War of Independence
• Suez
• Six day War
• Yom Kippur War

• Rabin has called Sharon “the greatest 
field Commander in our history”



Sharon’s Political Position’s
• Initially supported Mapai, predecessor to Labor

• Joined the Liberal Party upon retirement from the military 73

• Helped found Likud in 1973 by merger of Liberal Party and Herut (Begin’s party)

• Minister of Agriculture 6/20/77-8/5/81

• Minister of Defense 8/5/81-2/14/83

• Minister of Industry, Trade & Labor 9/13/84—2/20/90

• Minister of Housing & Construction 6/11/90-2/20/92

• Minister of Energy & Water Resources 7/8/96-7/6/99

• Minister of Foreign Affairs  10/13/98- 6/6/99

• Prime Minister 3/7/2001-4/15/2006 Unilateral withdrawal from Gaza

• Forms Kadima  11/2005

• Suffers stroke 1/4/06- Ehud Barak becomes acting P.M. until March when he is 
elected 

• Dies 1/11/14



How Palestinian Israelis Humiliated The BDS 
Movement

• The BDS movement has three items on its agenda: 
• ending the occupation in the West Bank and the blockade of Gaza; 

• securing equality for Israel’s Arab citizens, 

• and ensuring the right of return for all refugees of 1948 and their 
descendants. In other words, it supports the end of the Jewish state. 

• And its method for achieving this goal is to make Israel and its 
supporters into pariahs.

• So why did Ayman Odeh made the historic announcement that he, as 
the leader of the Arab bloc in the Knesset, recommend Benny Gantz
as Prime Minister?



Because

• an overwhelming number of the country’s Arab voters responded to 
his call for engagement, which was in essence a call for co-existence. 
Arab Israelis went to the polls in unexpectedly high numbers as a 
direct result of Odeh saying he would consider joining a Gantz-led 
government. Arab voter turnout jumped from a meager 49% in April 
to over 60% in September, thanks to Odeh’s stated willingness to play 
a more active role in government.

• Odeh also reaffirmed his support for a two-state solution, 
which nearly all Palestinians in Israel support.



Opposite BDS

• This commitment to two states for two peoples, coupled with his 
newfound eagerness to engage in Israeli politics, put Odeh at odds with the 
BDS movement. Or, more accurately, it puts the BDS movement at odds 
with the very oppressed group they purport to represent. The leaders of 
the BDS movement do not believe in the solution the UN called for in 1947, 
and do not believe a Palestinian state can live peacefully beside an Israeli 
one. BDS organizers have claimed since the beginning that Zionism is no 
better than racism, and Israel is an illegitimate settler-colonial state. The 
problem of the Palestinians, according to the movement, can only be 
solved by undoing Israel’s founding in 1948 and establishing a single Arab-
majority state, from the river to the sea.

• And yet, Palestinians on the front lines of the conflict in Israel have gone to 
the polls, and what they have voted for violates the core principles of BDS.



His NYT Op-ed

“Our decision to recommend Mr. Gantz as the next prime minister 
without joining his expected national unity coalition government is a 
clear message that the only future for this country is a shared future, 
and there is no shared future without the full and equal participation of 
Arab Palestinian citizens.”



And In Other News

• Preindictment hearing of P.M. begins with lead prosecutor going on 
vacation after 2 days

• A.G. expected to take 1-2 months to make a decision
• So how does that effect Netanyahu building a coalition in 4 weeks?
• Netanyahu not expected to call for snap Likud primary
• Why?
• It might be too risky
• Lapid says he will not hold Gantz to rotation agreement if unity government is 

formed

• F.M. Katz confirms there are negotiations for a historic non-aggression 
pact with Gulf states



Sharon and the Arabs



Lebanon
• By the end of 1980, Bashir Gemayel and 

his Phalange Militia had established their 
dominance over all the Maronite military 
forces in Lebanon

• Phalange had received military training in 
Israel

• Despite minority status objective was to 
gain total Maronite control of the country

• Goal supported by Begin and Sharon 
because it would ensure a friendly state 
on northern border

• Mutual objective to remove PLO

• But Gemayel wanted to remove all 
Palestinians

• Assad of Syria wanted to install as 
president Sulayman Franjiyah, the one 
Maronite to which he had ties



SO





Election Results Reminder

Likud 31 Blue and White 33

Yamina 7 Joint Arab List 13

Shas 9 Democratic Union 5

UTJ 8 Labor 6

Otzma 0

Total 55 Total 57
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Israeli Politics
• Netanyahu is interim P.M. and Gantz is P.M. designate
• Gantz given mandate to form Government
• Presidents Proposal

• Netanyahu would serve as first PM. Under an unspecified 
rotation agreement, but agree to take an open ended leave of 
absence if indicted

• Liberman wants Netanyahu to give up his 55 member bloc
• Legal problem-Basic Law requires the MK who is given the 

mandate must be P.M.

• Liberman wants a unity government
• If only one accepts proposal Liberman will support 

whoever accepts
• Bennett of New Right has been appointed defense 

minister
• Netanyahu still holds cabinet portfolio of agriculture 

,diaspora and welfare in addition to interim P.M.
• Then there is the possibility of Minority government 

being formed
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Lebanese Groups
• PLO

• Non-PLO Palestinian groups

• Palestinian groups in the radical Rejectionist Front fought on the Muslim-leftist side.  The 
following were members of the Rejectionist Front: 

• Arab Liberation Front (ALF) Pro-Iraqi

• As-Sa’iqa (also known as the Vanguard for the Popular Liberation War), a Palestinian Ba'athist 
political and military faction created and controlled by Syria.

• Abu Nidal’s Fatah-Revolutionary Council 

• Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP)

• Palestine Liberation Army(PLA) Includes the Popular Liberation Forces (Arabic, quwwat at-
tahrir ash-sha'biyya), better known as the Yarmouk Brigade, a PLA Commando force.

• Palestinian Popular Struggle Front (PPSF)

• Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)

• Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine - General Command (PFLP-GC)

• Some, such as As-Sa'iqa, the Arab Liberation Front, the Palestine Liberation Army and the 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General Command (PFLP-GC) were essentially 
mercenary armies for foreign governments (Syria, Iraq, and Libya, respectively).



Paramilitary Forces
• RIGHT WING

• South Lebanon Army, founded in 1979 the SLA fought against both the PLO and Hezbollah. The 
SLA was composed of Christians, Shias and Druze from the areas that it controlled but the officers 
were mostly Christians.

• Guardians of the Cedars, exclusively Maronite with strong anti-Syrian views, 3,000–6,000 
uniformed militiamen armed with modern small-arms

• LEFT WING

• The Lebanese National Resistance Front forces totaled about 30,000 fighting men and women. It 
was the successor of the Lebanese National Movement.

• The Druze were initially neutral but turned against the LF when the new government attempted 
to force their way into Druze controlled territory. The People's Liberation Army – PLA (Arabic: 
Jayish al-Tahrir al-Sha'aby) 

• The Al-Mourabitoun (Guardians or Saviours in Arabic) is a secular, non-sectarian movement, its 
membership has always been overwhelmingly Muslim, being perceived within Lebanon as a 
predominantly Sunni organization.  The Mourabitoun fought alongside the PLO in the Beirut area 
until the cease fire after which they acquired much cast-off PLO equipment such as tanks and 
rocket launchers. They were supported largely by Libya and Syria.

• The Kurdistan Workers' Party at the time had training camps in Lebanon, where they received 
support from the Syrians and the PLO. During the Israeli invasion all PKK units were ordered to 
fight the Israeli forces. 



Religious Groups

• CHRISTIAN

• The Christian Lebanese Front, was a coalition of mainly Christian parties formed in 1976, 
during the Lebanese Civil War.. 

• MUSLIM

• Muslim forces were Shiite organizations: 

• Amal Movement is the militia wing of the Movement of the Disinherited, a Shi'a political 
movement. Initially neutral. The Shia Amal guerrillas had been ordered by their leaders not 
to fight and to surrender their weapons if necessary.

• Hezbollah is the other Shiite militia ostensibly formed during the invasion around Beirut and 
backed by Iran.

• Pasdaran – In July 1982 Iran dispatched an expeditionary force of Revolutionary Guards to 
Lebanon, ostensibly to fight the Israeli invaders.]

• The political fission that characterized Lebanese politics also afflicted the Shia movement, as 
groups split off from Amal. Husayn al Musawi, a former Amal lieutenant, entered into an 
alliance with the Revolutionary Guard and established Islamic Amal.

• Other Shia groups included Jundallah (Soldiers of God), the Husayn Suicide Commandos, the 
Dawah (Call) Party, and the notorious Islamic Jihad Organization, reportedly headed by Imad 
Mughniyahh.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1982_Lebanon_War#cite_note-locgov-108






Israel View



Sharon’s Objectives
• Use Israel’s military power to establish hegemony in Middle East

• So had to:
• Destroy PLO’s infrastructure in Lebanon and to undermine it as a political organization
• Establish new political order with Maronite friends in charge, who would sign a peace 

treaty with Israel
• Which necessitates expulsion of Syrian forces in Lebanon

• Destruction of PLO would break backbone of Palestinian nationalism and 
facilitate the absorption of the West Bank into Greater Israel

• Palestinians from Lebanon would move from Lebanon & West Bank to Jordan, 
sweep away the Hashemite monarchy and become a Palestinian state

• Ending international pressure to withdraw from West Bank

• But Haig felt just the opposite:  “… after the resolution of the Lebanon 
problem, the U.S. expected Israeli settlement on the West Bank would come to 
an end and rapid progress toward an agreement on autonomy would be 
realized.”



House Resolution and Executive Order on 
Antisemitism

• EO requires government departments enforcing Title VI of the 1964 
Civil Rights Act to adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance  definition of antisemitism.

• “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be 
expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical 
manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-
Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community 
institutions and religious facilities.”

• So what does that mean?



Examples Included in Definition 
• Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish 

collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country 
cannot be regarded as antisemitic. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring 
to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is 
expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes 
and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, 
and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are 
not limited to:

• Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical 
ideology or an extremist view of religion.

• Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews 
as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the 
myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, 
government or other societal institutions.

• Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing 
committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.



And
• Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the 

Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices 
during World War II (the Holocaust).

• Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

• Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews 
worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

• Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of 
a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.

• Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other 
democratic nation.

• Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing 
Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.

• Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

• Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.



And in Israel

• Another election.

• Will Netanyahu request immunity?

• Likud leadership primary 12/26.

• Attorney General announces intention to indict over submarine 
affair—not the P.M.

• Gaza protests resume



Operation Big Pines Presented to Cabinet
12/81



Relationships 



Concurrent Sinai Withdrawal



AND



Welcome to Today’s Discussion On Israeli 
History/Jewish-Israeli Current Events

• Please silence your cell phone during our discussion

• Respect each person speaking—please refrain from side conversations

• If you’re not called upon by name, please tell us your first name 

• “Israeli History” meets 2nd and 4th Thursday of each month

• “Current Events” meets 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month

• Visit our website for more information about our discussions:
• suggested readings for Israeli History 
• current Israeli History discussion topic
• copies of the Israeli History slides – pdf format 
• Current Events topics updated regularly
• Other locations and times Ron and Mark lead discussions

• Pick up a Handout at the front of the room with our web address



Go Back to April 1981



Where is PLO in all of this?

• And all Israeli settlements in west bank should be dismantled 



AND



Reluctance



BUT



Haig & Sharon Meet 5/82



The Cause of the War?



Cabinet Approves?



So 

• Israeli Jets attack sports stadium in west Beirut and Southern Lebanon 
resulting in 100 casualties

• PLO reacts with artillery barrage targeting 20 villages and wounding 6 
civilians

• Reagan sends message to Begin not to widen attack

• Arafat, in Saudi Arabia agrees to suspend cross border shelling

• According to Shlaim Begin was in no mood to listen



And Begin Tells Cabinet on 6/5



And Sharon Tells Cabinet

• In “Operation Peace for Galilee” IDF will advance no further than 40 
kilometers into Lebanon

• But in practice the war was conducted in accordance to the “big plan” 
which was submitted to the cabinet on 20 December 1981 and 
rejected

• Sharon claims all  “understood”

• None of the ministers could confirm this “understanding”

• Sharon knew from his experience that once IDF hit it’s stride it would 
be difficult to assert political control over its actions



Begin Defends Sharon



WAR!
• June 6,1982-War begins:

• 4 Israeli armored columns cross the border
• Seaborn forces land south of Sidon attacking PLO 

forces

• June 7-Sharon orders forces to fight Syria and 
move to Beirut Damascus Highway

• June 8 Bashir Gamayel meets with Eytan who 
tells Gamayel ,Gamayel should prepare to 
capture Beirut, link up with Israeli forces and 
form a new Government in Lebanon

• June 9-IAF attacks SAM-6 sites on both sides 
of border, destroys them all and downs 23 
Syrian MiGs. No Israeli planes lost

• Conversation not reported to cabinet 
according to Shlaim

• Broad national and Labor support



Begin Addresses Knesset on 6/8/82



But Assad Biographer Writes



Objectives Achieved?

• June 13 – August 12: Beirut under siege without help from Maronite 
forces

• But they linked up with those forces

• Syrian units in Beirut had been isolated from main body of Syrians in 
Bekka Valley

• Israel bombed Palestinian refugee camps in southwest Beirut, home 
to significant PLO positions, relentlessly & successfully 

• Next objective was to eradicate PLO quasi government from Beirut

• 200 Israeli soldiers killed; 1,000 wounded



Reagan Steps 
• Demands an immediate halt to Beirut shelling 



Washington's Mixed Messages

• Bush & Weinberger tell Saudi’s (at King Kahalid’s funeral) on 6/16/82 
that the U.S. will not allow Israel into Beirut.

• But Haig issues statement “…emphasizing that all foreign forces must 
leave Lebanon and that given the events that lead up to the crisis 
careful analysis was required ‘before any value judgements would be 
appropriate ‘—implying there should be no rush to judgment about 
what the Israelis were doing”

• “But the next day Weinberger publicly differs with him, equating the 
Israeli actions with Argentina’s aggression in the Falkland’s the 
previous year.”

• This emboldened Arafat



Go Back to April 1981



PLO Problem



And Begin Tells Cabinet on 6/5



Begin

• Invocation of the Holocaust upset many Israelis



And Sharon Tells Cabinet

• In “Operation Peace for Galilee” IDF will advance no further than 40 
kilometers into Lebanon

• But in practice the war was conducted in accordance to the “big plan” 
which was submitted to the cabinet on 20 December 1981 and 
rejected

• Sharon claims all  “understood”

• None of the ministers could confirm this “understanding”

• Sharon knew from his experience that once IDF hit it’s stride it would 
be difficult to assert political control over its actions



Objectives Achieved?

• June 13 – August 12: Beirut under siege without help from Maronite 
forces

• But they linked up with those forces

• Syrian units in Beirut had been isolated from main body of Syrians in 
Bekka Valley

• Israel bombed Palestinian refugee camps in southwest Beirut, home 
to significant PLO positions, relentlessly & successfully 

• Next objective was to eradicate PLO quasi government from Beirut

• 200 Israeli soldiers killed; 1,000 wounded



Reagan Steps 
• Demands an immediate halt to Beirut shelling 

• But Begin replies



Washington's Mixed Messages

• Bush & Weinberger tell Saudi’s (at King Kahalid’s funeral) on 6/16/82 
that the U.S. will not allow Israel into Beirut.

• But Haig issues statement “…emphasizing that all foreign forces must 
leave Lebanon and that given the events that lead up to the crisis 
careful analysis was required ‘before any value judgements would be 
appropriate ‘—implying there should be no rush to judgment about 
what the Israelis were doing”

• “But the next day Weinberger publicly differs with him, equating the 
Israeli actions with Argentina’s aggression in the Falkland’s the 
previous year.”

• This emboldened Arafat



Begin Tells Reagan’s



Reagan’s Confusion Per Ross



U.S. Intervention
• Haig is forced to resign as Secretary of State because he is accused of 

tacitly approving Israeli invasion

• George Schultz replaces him and sends Philip Habib to negotiate a cease 
fire with the following objectives:

• Palestinian and Syrian forces would withdraw from Beirut
• Israel would not try to enter the city
• Lebanese government would regain complete control over Beirut
• American & French forces would supervise evacuation

• Begin willing to negotiate, but

• Sharon orders saturation bombing of Beirut  where 300 people are killed

• Which results in Begin losing trust in Sharon and Begin assuming most of 
powers of defense minister

• Agreement reached  on 8/12/82



The PLO?



Lebanese Election
• Bashir Gemayel elected by parliament, But

• Muslim and rival Maronite deputies boycotted the election because it 
was being held under the shadow of Israeli guns

• But



Cooperation?



Cooperation (continued)?



More Cooperation?



Reagan Plan



Per Ross



Because



Rejection



More Ross



Continued



Reaction to begin Plan



Then What Happens?
• Bashir Gamayel assassinated 9/14/82!

• Who did it?

• Palestinians?

• Syrians?

• No one knows.

• But it knocked out Sharon’s plan for a new political order in Lebanon because

• Bashir ‘s younger brother Amin becomes president

• and he has close ties to Syria

• And “…Israel learns the hard way that Bashir nor Amin did not fully represent the Phalange 
and the Phalange did not represent the whole Maronite community and the Maronite 
Community did not speak for all Lebanese Christians, and that Maronite Christians were no 
longer in a period of ascendency.”

• Shlaim claims assassination was used as  a pretext to send Israeli forces into West Beirut in 
areas formerly held by PLO and then allows the Phalangists to enter the refugee camps on 
the south side of Beirut on 9/16—Sabra & Shalita

• Smith says Gamayel agreed to it on 9/12



Which Results In



And U.S.Reaction



And Thus



Israel? Bore Indirect Responsibility?
Excerpts from Report

• It is our view that responsibility is to be imputed to the Minister of Defense 
for having disregarded the danger of acts of vengeance and bloodshed by 
the Phalangists against the population of the refugee camps, and having 
failed to take this danger into account when he decided to have the 
Phalangists enter the camps. In addition, responsibility is to be imputed to 
the Minister of Defense for not ordering appropriate measures for 
preventing or reducing the danger of massacre as a condition for the 
Phalangists' entry into the camps. These blunders constitute the non-
fulfillment of a duty with which the Defense Minister was charged.

• We determine that the Chief of Staff's inaction, described above, and his 
order to provide the Phalangist forces with tractors, or a tractor, constitute 
a breach of duty and dereliction of the duty incumbent upon the Chief of 
Staff.

• This inaction constitutes breach of the duty incumbent on the director of 
Military Intelligence in this capacity.



But Still Cooperation?

• Ross goes to Israel to meet with  IDF  to gain an agreement on learning the 
operational and doctrinal lessons of the war

• Why?

• Israeli tactics had worked effectively against Soviet arms.

• The IDF used drones, which was an eye opener for the U.S.

• Agreement reached, but Weinberger vetoed it. Why? 

• He wasn’t in favor of improving relationship with Israel according to Ross.

• But Congress passes a bill to provide $250 million in aid to Israel, even though 
even Reagan and Schultz oppose.

• Reagan and Schultz oppose because Habib is making no headway in getting 
IDF out of Lebanon 

• Congress also demanded that Hussein negotiate directly with Israel, without 
the PLO, which mirrored Israel requirements. , but Hussein breaks off talks



Habib Negotiations



Habib   Report



Security Agreement?



And More Fighting



Reasons for Failure



Consequences of the “War of Choice”



Smith’s Conlcusions



And Smith Further States



Shlaim’s Analysis



And Consequences

• 4/18/83 - U.S . Embassy in Beirut bombed resulting in 63 dead

• 5/17/83 – George Schultz negotiates a peace agreement that formally 
terminated the state of war and recognized the international border.

• Requires Syrian  and Israeli forces to withdraw, but

• Assad does not agree.  Why?
• Syria had been excluded from talks

• Soviets had rebuilt Syrian armed forces 

• Provided Soviet crews to man long range SAM-5s

• Syria can gain control of Beirut Damascus Highway

• Israel’s proxy forces under Haddad would remain in the south

• Intercommunal fighting in Lebanon begins again.



With U.S. in the Middle

• Because of Israeli withdrawal

• White House orders naval bombardment of Druze positions resulting 
in mostly civilian casualties

• Resulting in suicide bombing of Marine barracks in 10/83 and 241 
deaths

• Druze leader warns of similar action if the U.S. pursued “… its hostile 
policy toward the Arab and Islamic world”

• Reagan argued that keeping the Marines in Lebanon was “… central to 
U.S. credibility on a global scale "and from stopping the Middle East 
as a whole from being “…incorporated into the Soviet bloc”



Conclusion

• According to Shlaim,  Begin’s unstated reason for the war in Lebanon 
was to secure Israel’s hold over Judea and Sumaria

• “But the quest for absolute security is self defeating because it 
generates insecurity on the part of one’s enemies and prompts them 
to resort to countermeasures that they see as self-defense.  The 
result is a vicious circle of power measures and insecurity” Shlaim. P423.

• Do you agree?



Internal Lebanon Postscript

• Internal fighting continues

• Arab heads of state meet in Taif, Saudi Arabia to draft a peace plan which is 
unsuccessful as the new president is assassinated by diehard Maronite 
Christian groups led by General Michael Aoun 

• Stalemate not resolved until October of 1990 during the American 
mobilization of forces in Saudi Arabia against Iraq that Syria agreed to join

• New moderate president asks Syria to oust his fellow Maronite General 
Anoun

• Though officially denied the Syrian action was cleared by Washington as a 
payoff to Syria for joining the alliance

• Syria becomes the de facto ruler of Lebanon in 1991



And Then There is Operation Salt Fish

• Killing Yassir Arafat

• This operation set up when Lebanon War started in June 1982

• Preceded by Operation Olympia 
• Massive rally in Beirut stadium on 1/182 to celebrate the PLO’s first operation 

against Israel 

• Massive set of bombs to be planted under VIP dais to destroy entire PLO 
leadership

• And 3 vehicles loaded with explosives to be detonated after the dais exploded

• But Begin shuts down Operation Olympia because AMMAN   tells 
Begin  “The whole world will be after us” 



Many Attempts/Opportunities

• 7/3/82 - Israeli journalists interview Arafat in Beirut

• Salt Fish Team trailed them, but lost them
• Apparently willing to kill Journalist in attempt to kill Arafat

• 8/4/82- Intelligence that Arafat attending a meeting in Beirut
• Chief of Staff and head of IAF actually pilot a plane to bomb Arafat, but the 

bombs hit just before Arafat arrived!

• 10/82-Mossad get’s information that Arafat is on a transport leaving 
Athens

• F-15’s scrambled to shoot plane down
• At last minute Mossad & Amman confirm it is Arafat’s younger brother on the 

plane with 30 wounded Palestinian children from the Sabra& Shatila massacre



Sharon’s Directives

• From 11/82-1/83 F-15’s  and 16’s were scrambled at least 5 times to 
shoot down a commercial airliner believed to be carrying Arafat

• Plan was to shoot down plane in a spot over the Mediterranean 
beyond Israel’s radar and radio range , but coordinated by a 707 
overhead 

• In each case the air force intentionally obstructed the operation 

• Why?

• Air Force head believed order was manifestly illegal under the “Black 
Flag Test” and eventually so stated to Chief of Staff



Begin Announces resignation 8/28/83
• Why?





Shamir Becomes Prime Minister

• Born Yizhak Yezernitsky, 10/22/15, Ruzhany , Grodno 
province, Russian Empire

• Member of Betar

• Studied law at University of Warsaw, but then

• Emigrates to Palestine in 1915

• Changed his name to Shamir “thorn that stabs a rock and 
can cut steel.”

• Joined the Irgun

• 1940- joined Stern Gang when split

• 1943- became leader of Stern Gang

• 1946- Arrested, escapes and granted political asylum in 
France

• 1948- Came back to Israel where he ordered the murder od 
Count Folke Bernadotte

• Israel declares Stern gang a terrorist organization, Shamir 
arrested, but then given a state pardon



Shamir’s Government Positions

• 1955-Joins Mossad

• 1973- Elected to Knesset as member of Likud (initially Herut)

• 1977- Speaker of Knesset

• 1980- Foreign Minister

• 1983-1992 Prime Minister



Shamir Ideology



Shamir visits Reagan



Weinberger Objects



Reagan’s Global View



Shas Formed 1984

• By Sephardic Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

• Shas is an acronym for Shomrei Sefarad which can be translated as 
either Sephardic guardians of the Torah or Guardians of the 
Sephardim

• Religiously Orthodox

• Took care of Mizrachi social and educational needs

• Even Mizrachim who were not particularly religious were attracted to 
the party instead of supporting the largely secular Likud



Aryeh Deri

• Considered co-founder of Shas

• Gordis attributes Shas rise in 
popularity to him as he is described 
as an astute politician and 
charismatic.

• Receives 4 seats in Knesset in 1984 

• And by 1999 receives 13% of the 
vote and 17 seats in the Knesset

• But in 1999 he is convicted of 
corruption and goes to prison.



New Vision of Zionism Described by Deri



And what about the Arabs?



Benefits from 1967-1981

• Per capita income in Gaza Strip increases from $80 to $1,700

• In West Bank GDP triples

• In 1967 only 18% of households in Gaza had electricity

• By 1981 it was 89%

• But Gaza overcrowded

• Untreated sewage rab in the streets

• Many homes didn’t have running water.

• Economic growth stalled in the mid 1980’s

• And there were still refugee camps



But



National Unity Government

• Election 7/23/84

• Inflation running at 400% according to Shlaim

• And 1,260% in 1985 according to Ross

• In the 1984 elections, both major parties made the mistake of assuming that the floating 
vote was centrist and moderate. Hence, both tried to move toward the middle in their 
election campaigning and to gloss over the issues in the process. This, in turn, led to a 
shift among those voters not irrevocably wedded to either party. Disgusted with the 
wishy-washy character of the major party campaigns, they turned toward the smaller 
parties. It was only when the Likud caught on to what was happening and began to 
project a firmer image that it recovered enough of those voters within its camp and on 
the margins to prevent a significant Labor victory.

• Labor Alignment wins 44 seats

• Likud wins 41 seats

• Compromise
• 1st 25 months Peres serves as P.M. and Shamir Deputy P.M. and foreign minister
• Then swap positions for an additional 25 months
• Rabin is Defense minister for 50 months
• Inner Cabinet established with 5 members from each party with majority required to reach a 

recommendation to full cabinet



Shimon Peres
• Born 8/2/23-Szymon Perski in Wiszniew, Poland

• Home educated in Poland by Haredi grandfather

• Followed his father with his family to Palestine  in 
1934

• After agriculture education in Israel became farmer 
and was founder of Kibbutz Almont

• Became a protege to Ben-Gurion in 1943

• Peres and Dayan chosen as 2 youth delegates in the 
Mapai delegation to Zionist Congress in Basel

• In early 1950’s studied English, Economics and 
philosophy at NYU and advanced management at 
Harvard

• Spoke 6 languages

• Nobel Peace Prize 1994

• First cousin to Lauren Bacall (born Betty Joan Persky)

• Died 9/28/16



Shimon Peres Government Positions
• 1947-Joins Hagganah –responsible for personnel and arms purchases

• 1948-Heads naval service

• 1952-Deputy Director –General of Ministry of Defense

• MK from 1959-2007

• Transportation Minister- 1970-1974

• Defense Minister-1974-1977; 1995-1996

• Finance Minister- 1988-1990

• Foreign Minister 1986-1988; 1992-1995; 2001-2002

• Prime Miniter-1984-1986; 1995-1996

• President- 2007-2014



The Odd Couple



Peres Priorities

• Bring inflation under control

• Get the IDF out of Lebanon

• Revive the Middle East Peace process



The Economy



Lebanon



Out of Lebanon



Revive Middle East Peace Process

• Peres wants to change the climate surrounding Israel’s relations with it’s 
neighbors and project himself as a statesman with a vision and a 
reasonable actor with a genuine interest in regional stability and peace

• How?

• Give back Taba?

• A beach resort at the head of the Gulf of Aqaba that was retained at the 
time of withdrawal from the Sinai in April 1982.

• Begin had allowed a luxury resort and holiday village to be built.

• Shlaim says this was retained as a future negotiating tool, not because 
Israel was legally entitled to it.

• Mubarak wouldn’t meet with Peres until this dispute was resolved.



But First Convince Israel Cabinet

• Mubarak offers to reestablish normal relations with Israel and return 
the Egyptian ambassador to Israel

• Mubarak wants to go to arbitration

• Peres willing to accept

• Inner cabinet split down the middle because Likud would not accept.

• Full cabinet accepts after a 12 hour meeting.

• Arbitrators eventually find in favor of Egypt and in 3/89 Taba returned 
to Egypt



Shamir’s Reaction



And then there is the Jordanian Option

• Peres felt there were 2 bad alternatives
• Annexation of West Bank

• Continuing Jewish occupation

• First alternative Peres felt would undermine democratic and Jewish 
character of Israel

• Second alternative requires control of 1.5 million Arabs at a substantial 
cost.

• Jordanian Option- Give to Jordan the heavily populated areas of the West 
Bank and Gaza and retain the strategically important areas in Israel’s hands

• Shamir agrees.



How?

• Camp David Model

• Direct negotiations between Israel and Jordan with the involvement 
of the U.S.

• Hussein is open to negotiations, but he faces problems

• What are they?



So



But



SO



In Israel



What’s the Challenge Facing Peres?

Find a formula to enable Hussein to open talks with Israel under an 
international umbrella and to set up a Jordanian Palestinian team for 
the talks bypassing the PLO 



And Hussein and Arafat Issue a Joint 
Statement



But



U.S. Reaction

• “The administration was unenthusiastic about the idea of an 
international conference, because it involved Soviet participation on 
an equal footing with the U.S., but it was more than willing to try and 
devise some sort of international cover for Jordanian –Israeli 
negotiations”

• What does International cover mean?



But Peres Still wants to Pursue the Peace Process 
Because



Peres Meets with Hussein and Agreed to Move 
Forward in Stages

1. Jordanian – Palestinian delegation would meet with the assistant 
Secretary of State for Middle Eastern affairs

2. PLO would meet the U.S. conditions for a dialogue

3. But Peres would not agree on the King’s desire to have a joint 
delegation that included some PLO supporters



But

• According to George Schultz’s memoirs: Peres said if PLO supporters were 
included in the delegation in the preliminary talks Israel would live with it 
even though they would publicly object.

• But, again according to Schultz: Shamir said he didn’t want any Palestinians 
to be included even in the preliminary negotiations.

• So the unity government is speaking out of both sides of it’s mouth

• Reagan decides there should be no ambiguity about their refusal to deal 
with anyone  even vaguely connected to the PLO. Why?

• Because when Arafat sought U.S. recognition of the Palestinian right to 
“self–determination “ even in the context of a confederation with Jordan, 
this meant a Palestinian State, which was also anathema to Israel



Thus



And Then the U.K. Get’s Involved

• Thatcher invites 2 Fatah members of The palesyinian Liberation 
Council to meet, But



Impasse Results In

• Fatah killing 3  Israeli’s in Cyprus thought to be Mossad agents 
• Sharon wants to attack “the terrorist headquarters in Amman”
• But Peres and Rabin don’t want to attack a Jordanian target
• But also don’t want to appear soft *and according to Smith really want to 

derail the peace process)
• So the IAF attacks the PLO headquarters in Tunis
• Ezer Weizman only one who opposes. Why?
• He believed it would cause damage to relations with Egypt
• Security Council condemns the raid
• But Reagan sends Peres a note expressing his satisfaction
• Tunisia upset because they accepted Arafat at U.S. request
• If you remember in 1986 Reagan order an air strike on Libya 



Peres and Hussein Meet Again

• Peres thinks he can persuade Israeli public

• Agrees to dismantle unity government if Likud ministers are final obstacle

• Hussein afraid that he will have to deal with Shamir in a year

• Peres makes speech to U.N. General Assembly and announces that Israel 
and Jordan (or a joint Jordanian- Palestinian delegation) will enter into 
negotiations to:

• Reach peace with the Arab states
• Resolve the Palestinian issue

• But he didn’t use the words “international conference “ but did allow for 
“…the support of an international forum in initiating bilateral 
negotiations”(whatever that means)



What About Shamir? 

• He doesn’t like it. But doesn’t oppose it.  Why?

• Shamir believes that a political crisis over this issue would lead either 
to the formation of a narrow government headed by Peres or to new 
elections that Peres was expected to win.

• So he bides his time.



U.S. Gets Creative

• Richard Murphy, Ass’t Secretary of State shuttles between Jeruselum
and Amman and comes up with a 10 point procedural document

• There was to be an international conference with no real real powee

• Negotiations were to take place in bilateral committees that were 
independent of one another

• No party could participate in the conference unless it accepted Resolutions 
242 and 338

• And renounced violence

• This is a major achievement for Peres



But

• Hussein delivers a speech:
• Announced he was ending his efforts to construct a joint peace strategy with Arafat
• Arafat is untrustworthy
• Arafat won’t accept the unconditionally the Resolutions 242 and 338

• This drew the curtain on the peace process 

• And Hussein proposes a 5 year plan for improving conditions on the West 
Bank

• Israeli government supports because:
• It supports Hussein’s efforts to get U.S. funding for the plan
• And to rebuild Hussein’s political influence on the West Bank

• But PLO assassinates the pro-Jordanian mayor of Nablus on 3/3/86



And the Final Nail In the Peace Process Coffin



Rabin and Hussein Meet

• Hussein asks for Israel’s help in strengthening economic and institutional 
links between Palestinian population of the West Bank and Jordanian 
government

• He will not allow PLO attacks from Jordan 

• Closes down PLO offices in Amman and expels Arafat's deputy

• Hussein agrees to cultivate moderate leaders on West Bank as a PLO 
alternative

• Israel agrees to help get U.S. economic aid for the West Bank-Hussein 
wants $1.5 billion over 5 years but Congress allocates $90 million

• Rabin states: “ The policy of Israel is to strengthen the position of Jordan in 
Judea and Samaria and to strike at the PLO” 



Cold War Calculations



So 

• Closer ties to Israel regardless of actions against Palestinians

• PLO remains isolated “ The PLO had no military option and lacked an 
effective strategy beyond perpetuating it’s own survival”

• And Jordan feels PLO is also weak and therefore should be excluded 
from any diplomatic process



Shamir Rotates to the Premiership on 
October 20, 1986

• And the Iran-Contra scandal breaks in November

• In 1985 Israel had sold American weapons to Iran and return for 
hostages being released

• Rationale was that by supplying arms the U.S. would help the 
moderates against the radicals

• Both Weinberger and Schultz had rejected the idea.



But



Iran Was the Most Extreme Ideological 
Opponent of Israel

• So why did they do it?

1. Wanted to maintain a subterranean relation ship with Iran after the 
Iranian revolution to help Iranian Jews

2. Iran-Iraq war which had been going on since 1980
• Israel wanted both sides to lose or 
• Demolish one another, but
• The supply of arms to Iran was under U.S. embargo and this was one way of fueling 

the war and sustaining the stalemate
• And as long as Iraq remained bogged down it could not join forces with Syria or 

Jordan
• Jordan had close relations with Iraq
• Syria supported Iran
• So relationships indirectly get reversed-indirectly on the same side as Syria and 

opposed to Jordan



And More Policy Contradictions



The Final Contradiction



Damaged Reagan Foreign Policy
• Even came close to destroying Reagan presidency and as Shultz 

described:



Schultz’s View



Shamir Wants to Scrap Diplomatic Initiatives 
with Jordan

• But Peres doesn’t give up on the Jordanian option

• Peres and Hussein meet in London on 4/11/87

• Hussein thought 
• Reagan’s objectives in region were confused

• Felt PLO rejected all openings for productive negotiations

• No conference should include PLO unles it embraced 242 and 338

• Peres has same thoughts and at the Socialist International conference 
a Soviet envoy told him that Moscow would accept a “non-coercive 
international conference”

• What does that mean?



Peres – Hussein Agreement 



Third Part the Key



Peres then Meets with Shamir

• Peres doesn’t show Shamir the document.

• Huh! Why not???

• Peres claims he is afraid of leaks from the P.M.’s office.

• The U.S. is to put it forward as their idea so it’s better that Shamir 
receive it directly from the U.S.

• Shamir does not trust Peres

• Shamir Fears:
• Peres made secret concessions to Hussein
• Start of slippery slope that would result in territorial concessions favored by 

Peres



Bellini Meets Schultz



Schultz Willing to come to Middle East

• But Moshe Arens ( Minister without Portfolio) meets with Schultz and 



Hussein’s Take



Shamir Meets with Hussein

• Reports to Schultz differ

• Shamir puts forth various cooperative steps,  go over interim 
arrangements for Palestinian self-rule and promises to send an 
emissary to Amman soon.

• Hussein says Shamir is hopeless, that he cannot work with him



But Schultz Comes Up With Another Idea

• And Shamir says:



But Hussein Says



To Summarize


